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INFORMATION AND THE ENRICHED ENVIRONMENT:
EDITORIAL
"The enemy is unpredictability."

new,by reportillg on the latest research in thefield, including

George Bu h, commenting on event

in

Ea tern Europe

ongoing projects.'
·
research in a number of ways. For example,both' personally
and Megabrain have been assisting a number of different

Its appearance has taken a couple of months longer than I
originally predicted,but I think you'l!find thefirst issue of

scientists and research organizations, with support ranging from
help ill obtaining re earch equipment and subjects to providing

MEGABRAIN REPORT well worth the wait: twice as large as we

information and recommendatinos for project designs to lending

predicted, and ful! of truly new and truly useful information.

equipment (0 be used for research purposes.

This is the first issue of a publication about mind-enhancement
tools that I hope will itself become a tool for mind-expansion. I
hope MEGABRAlN REPORT will not only serve as a tool for
gathering and transmitting information, but as a tool for the
actual creation, generation and production of new information. I
thank you for joining me in this cooperative enterprise.
When I began gathering information about consciousness
technology,initially for The Book of Floating, then for Meg

abrain, I was surprised,first, by just how much information there

We also will participate in research by initiating our own
research projects. One example is the que tionnaire included in
this issue, which we hop

will provide

LIS

with informatiol/ that

can guide us toward the development of more focll ed and
quantifiable measurement techniques in future issues. � e want to
enlist your help as participallts and subjects in a number

sitch

0

information-gathering efforts. We are eager,for example. to Iry
tofind if there are any correlations between personalities and
response to specific types of brain stimulation: What is Ih di er
ence in response to types of machines between intrOl'erlS

nd
ilh loll'

was - literally thousands of relevant publications and studies

extroverts,people with high levels of anxiety alld those

and second,by how hard it was to get my hands on much of that

anxiety,highly visual and highly verbal people? Whal ar

information. Much of what turned out to be the most fascinating

most common immediate and 10ll g term effects of specific

and significant information was hidden away in obscure journals

devices? We are working with a skilled psychometrician 10

1\

III

that were not available in most libraries; or was in papers that

develop surveys and self-assessment tools that will prol'ide

had not been published at all but rather copied and circulated

information that is not only interesting but valuable for olher re

among various special interest groups; or was available ollly in

searchers. By pursuing such questions, we hope to cOlllribllle

the form of anecdotes, gossip alld rumors about research or

cOllIinued 011 ill ide ba

devices that had been classified,suppressed, or lost.
It was also surprising that so many researchers alld others

.

COl'er

MEGABRAIN REPORT

interested in consciousness technology were unaware of much of

The Psychotechnology Newsletter

the research that had already been done. In part this is because

V o l um e I, Number I

most of us are only now becoming aware that the technology of
brain-enhancement is a "field of study. " Much of the existillg
research exists as seemingly unrelated fragments in suchfields
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as neuroanatomy,electroencephalography, biophysics,education
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and so on. In this era of specialization, it's little wonder that so
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many investigators were unaware of highly important work done
in disciplines they weren't familiar with.
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One of our goals is to use MEGABRAIN REPORT to help bring
together much of this research that has already been done. An
example of one way we can do this will be our cooperative
information-gathering project, "Abstracts of Research in Brain
Enhancement Technology." By gathering together hundreds and
perhaps thousands of studies in the form of short summaries,and
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provide a valuable research and resource tool for scientists,
clinicians and explorers. We will discuss this project in detail in
an upcoming issue.
In addition to helping facilitate access to already existing
research, we intend to be a true newsletter with the accent on
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........BRAIN REPORT
HIGH VOLTAGE: THE BIOELECTRIC INTERVIEWS
"What is emerging i� a new paradigm of life,

During January and February, 1990, Terry Patten

energy, and medicine."

and I conducted interview with the

-Dr. Robert O. Becker
Talk about paradigm hifts.

or much of the 20th century both

the "chemical-mechanistic model" of biological y tem - the
view that living organi m are imply chemical machine

chemically. Now. a a re ult of groundbr aking re earch into the
mysterie of cellular growth. healing and regeneration. and
a new paradigm i. emerging. what one of

the pioneering re 'earcher in the field. Robert O. Becker. M.D

.•

calls "a new vision of living things. one that has returned electro
magnetic energy to a po ition of prominence."

theory and olid-state phy ics. and i made pos ible by the
development of extremely sensitive new detection and measure
ment devices. is a vi ion of what Dr. Becker call "electronic
control ystems within the body that regulate uch functions as
0

erve a the ub trate for our

internal control and communications y tems. Application of the
ame technology to the relationship between the external energies
in the Earth'

geomagnetic field and living organi m has

revealed that living things are intimately related to this field and
derive vital. basic infonnation from it."

E.L.F. dctecti n and wa a Senior Staff Scienti t at Eyring
OCD,in Lo Angele from

hief of Radiological Defen

•

1958 through 1963. He ha de igned

and built extremely en itive magnetometer for the Navy. He
ha been a enior lecturer in the graduate school, Univer ity of
Southern California. Bob owns ba ic patent on low-voltage
optical y tems. He is the developer and de igner of the Brain
Tuner. a CES device. Bob erved on the board of director of the
U.S. Psychtronics Association for even year . and was their
national president for three. Bob re ide in the Los Angeles area
where he is active in energy, holistic medicine, and the effect of
electromagnetic energie on health and con ciou ness.
Robert

O. Becker, M.D. Perhap the mo t important pioneer in

the field of bioelectricity, hi breakthrough research on regenera
tion and it relation hip to electrical current in living things ha
led to his nomination for the Nobel Prize. His work is best
explained in his own books, particularly The Body Electric:
Electromagnetism alld the Foundatiol1 of Life (1985. with Gary

What is happening today in the field of bioelectricity. ays
Becker. constitute a "revolution. which is providing u with a
greatly expanded vision of the complexity and capabilities of
living things." Medicine. he explains. "ha come full circle. from
the my terious energies of the haman-healer to the scientific
under tanding of the Hfe energies of the body and their relation
ship to the energies of the environment. This scientific revolution
has simultaneously enriched the concept of technological
medicine and supported the idea of energy medicine. What is
emerging i a new paradigm of life. energy. and medicine

.

•

r tried to. explore some of the cros currents of this scientific

revolution in Megabrain, with di cu sions of cranial electros
timulation (CES). pul ed electromagnetic field generators
(PEMFs). and the intriguing "secret electro-Manichean struggles
for world domination" that some authorities a sured me was
underway. My inve ligations. I quickly realized, could only
begin to cratch the urface. And since then an astonishing
amount. much of it even more extraordinary and mysterious. has
happened. And o. I eagerly eized the opportunity presented by
the publication of this newsletter to pick the brains of many of
the leading figures in this revolution.

tion, the U N Office of Surface Weaponry on the ubject of

electronic tla h and several other patent involving electro

This new vi ion. which draws upon concepts of infonnation

growth and healing and that al

art medical electro timulator , and hi inve tigation of Te la

Re earch In titute. He wa Acting

increa ing evidence of the health ri k of certain type of
•

. 'Bob" Beck B.E., D. c., i widely known for hi

in trumentation of altered state ,hi development of tate-of-the
electromagnetic . Bob has been a con ultant to Sandia Corpora

•

complex ystem of tructurc and m chani m that work

electr magnetic field

Biographie
Robert

the medical and the cientific e tabli hment have been ruled by

individual:

Selden) and the new Cross Currents: The Perils of Electropollu
tion. The Promise of Electromedicine (reviewed in this issue). He
i a profe

or at the State University of New York, Upstate

Medical Center, and Louisiana State University Medical Center.

Eldon Byrd, Ph.D., holds Ma ter's degrees in both Electrical
Engineering (Purdue) and Medical Engineering (George Wa h
ington University) in addition to his Ph.D. in Electrical Engineer
ing (Brownell). He worked as an operation analyst for the Ad
vanced Planning and Analysis Staff of the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory in Silver Spring, Maryland, and in other capacities for
the Navy over a period of many year . During this time he was
respon ible for advanced weapon analysis. He also conducted
astoni hingly wide-ranging research. His sophisticated mea ure
ment of plants' responses to threats (and intended threats) from
humans is described in the book The Secret Life of Plants.
During his tenure with the Navy. Eldon conducted and directed a
large body of extremely precise. ophisticated and well-funded
research into the interactions of electromagnetic fields and
biological y tems. In 1986-87 he left the Navy and began
working privately as a consultant and re earcher,concentrating
on the interactions of electromagnetic field with humans. During
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• HIGH VOLTAGE: THE BIOELECTRIC INTERVIEWS
thi time he ha worked extensively with some of the mo t

CONTINUED

paranormal propertie of" calar" field to ecret re earch

sophi ticated "Megabrain-type" device in exi tence, and he

project in bioelectricity condu ted by the U .. and Ru

him elf ha invented everal new type of machine . Curr ntly he

crnment , to the potential medical benefit of bio lectricity. But

is conducting re earch with dolphin

involving extremely

en itive broad-range monitoring of their acou tic and electro
magnetic signal emi

ion .

ince our expert came from many different cientific back
ground, their idea about each of the area in que tion frequently
added new dimen ion - whether through di agreement,

Daniel L. Kir ch, Ph.D. i Dean of the Graduate School of
Electromedical Science at

ian gov

ity Univer ity of Lo Angele ,

editor of the American Journal of Electrom dicine,and author of

elucidation, or different per. pective - to the idea of the other.
And 0 w have decided to pre ent their word not a
interview (a they a tually took pIa

eparate

), but a "group di cu -

Selected Study

The Complete Clinical Guide to Electro A cu th e rapy and A
of Electro-Acutherapy, Dr. Kir ch ha de igned

bioel ctricity. Becau e of the wealth of information our expert

advanced TENS and CES devices, uch as the Alpha Stirn. He i

had on the e ubject (the transcripts run to many hundred of

chairman of the board of Electro-Medical Products, Inc.,which

page ), we have been forced to limit our excerpt , and to divide

-

ion ," exploration of the mo t intriguing area in the field of

the di cu

manufactures the Alpha Stirn.
Peter Lindemann i an authority on ubtle energy and advanced

ion into two segments,the first pre ented in thi i sue,

the second in the next issue.

technology. He studied with kahuna and healer in Hawaii and

The ubjects our "virtual group" di cu

hi Hawaiian teacher helped awaken certain extraordinary

cranial electro timulation (CES) - potential health benefit.

perceptual abilities. Equipped with this unusual sensitivity, Peter

evidence of its effects on mental performance, discu

schooled him elf in physics and chemi try and tudied Wilhelm

safety - and the bizarre but real" calar" field - quantum.

e in thi issue include
ion of its

Reich, Nicola Te la, Ruth Drown, Viktor Schauberger, and other

non-electromagnetic "information matrix field" that orne

pioneering geniuses of the early 20th century. He worked with

inve tigator believe may ca t light on paranormal event

Bruce DiPalma and became an authority on "free energy"

telepathy and psychic healing. We found their di cu

technologie in the United States. Peter has innovated major

scalar truly a tounding, exciting, mind-expanding - perhaps

advance in biocircuitry and he is highly adept in the field of

the mo t potentially revolutionary information in this is ue.

Radionic ,both a an operator and a an equipment de igner. He
ha had a private and clinical practice in holi tic healing for 15
years.Peter i the developer and designer of the BioPacer series
of magnetic pulse generators a well as the Centron and Space
crafter devices. He is currently Vice Pre ident and Science
Advisor for Borderland Sciences Research Foundation.

uch a

ion of

In the next issue of this new letter we will continue with di cus
sions of top secret research ( ome of which is revealed to the
public for the fir t time) into the effects of electromagnetic and
scaler fields on human behavior for

u

e as "mind control," of a

whole class of devices which emit pul ed electromagnetic fields
(PEMF generator ), of apparent attempt to suppre

bioelectrical

Glen Rein, Ph.D. obtained hi doctorate in neurochemistry from

research, and of the most promising and exciting bioelectric and

the University of London,i conducting research at Stanford

electromedical technologie on the horizon.

University, and,with a recent grant from the Fetzer Foundation,

- Michael Hutchison

has begun to sel up hi own research organization with a special
interest in inve ligating the effects of "scalar" field on biological
systems. He is one of the foremo t investigators of bioelectro
magnetics and psychoneuroimmunology, he is performing
groundbreaking research in the effects of electromagnetism on
the human body.

Cranial Electrostimulation
A Virtual Roundtable of Expert Opinion
Perhaps the most exciting area of brain-enhancement
research is Cranial Electrostimulation (CES). Research ha

We originally intended to pub!i h the e discussion as separate
interviews, complete with Qs and As, but it quickly became clear
that these men needed no prodding or guidance. They all had
thing they wanted to say,and generally they all kept circling
back again and again over the same que tions, concerns and en
thusiasms, which they addressed with authority, emotion and
eloquence.

proven CES effective in alleviating anxiety, depression, insomnia
and the anhedonia (or inability to experience pleasure) and
discomfort that accompanies withdrawal from drugs or alcohol.
Now evidence i accumulating from a number of researchers that
CES can dramatically enhance cognitive functioning in a variety
of ways. One recent study show that subject receiving CES
while given a learning task learned more and showed more
concentration and alertne

The subjects ranged widely, from the mysterious and perhap

s

than a control gro.up. Other studies of

subjects suffering cognitive deficit caused by brain damage

2
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t

showed that CES treatment not only improved cognjtive

were delivered to the people who bad bought fran

functioning but reversed the brain damage that cau ed it. Mo t

chi e . And, although he was trying to do a good thing,a great

recently, studie of patient

deal of harm came from thi . But that' another long tory.

uffering from"attention-to-ta k

deficits" and impaired hort-term memory a a re ult of head
injuries howed that tho e receiving CES treatment had" triking
and significant improvement" in such area a mental peed,
vi ual and auditory perception, concentration, and hort-term
memory.

But they had been using imilar device in the Soviet Union ince
at lea t the 1950 . In the Soviet Union it wa called"Electro
Sleep". It had nothing to do with leep, but that' the term; they
were thinking originally that they had a cure for in omnia, which
they did, bccau e that wa one of the tre

Scienti ts are till uncertain as to how CES increa e memory,

-related conditions

which were alleviated. And the government ent a couple of our

learning and other cognitive functions,though they propo e a

people over there to get the device and te t them, which they did

number of mechani m ,ranging from the timulation of neuro

at St. Elizabeth Ho pital in about 1969. Thi work preceded Meg

chemical as ociated with relaxation, plea ure, memory and

Patterson'

I aming, to influencing the reticular activating y tem. We begin

worked, but the government would not allow the technology to

our discus ions of CES by asking the experts to di cu s how it

be put into practice. And that'S another long tory.

by 10 or so years. They found that the Ru

developed and peculate on how it

BECKER: I knew Meg

might work.

Patterson."oh,for the fir t time
probably about IS year ago when

BECK: Since about 1983 many
laboratories have correlated
addiction with mea urement of the
brain's available neurotransmitter
or neuropeptide . For example, in
one well-known tudy the re earch
er addicted rat to heroin. They
would stop the supply of heroin to
the addicted rats, and a day or

ian device

"They all said to me that they had a
per onality alteration as a result of

using [CESj .... That they had gone from
an addictive personality to a non
addictive."

-BECKER

she fir t got tarted. She came into
electrical timulation from acupunc
ture. Auricular acupuncture. And,
my contribution to thi whole
bu iness wa

aying to her"Look I

don't think it' the acupuncture
system you are dealing with here, I
thjnk you could replace your needle

0

later they would cut off the rat '

electrodes with flat plate electrode ,

heads and run what is called electrophoresis or chromatography

put them on the ma toid proces ,and get basically the same

tests to find out what neuropeptide were present. And the rat

effect with a lot less fuss and much less danger of producing a

that were addicted had been getting so much opiate that the little

burn." She followed this advice and has followed it since. And

endorphin factories in the brain would shut down and say,"Look,

she got very interesting results. The first of which was that the

our body's got too much of this. Quit manufacturing it." And it

minute that you could put this on,the patient could stop taking

would lake anywhere from a week to three week before their

the drugs and would not have any withdr�wal symptom .

rat's brain would begin manufacturing beta endorphin again.
Wherea , if you cut of the head of one of the control rats who
had never been addicted, you would find the normal, expected
levels of beta endorphin. And then they would take a third group
of addicted rats,cold turkey cut them off of the heroin, clip little
electrode to their ears,and within 20 minute of electrical
stimulation at a particular frequency the rat brain would start
showing that the endorphin production had started up again. So,
those rats wouldn't go through withdrawal symptoms.
Thh wa first discovered in humans by Dr. Wen of the Tung Wa
Hospital in Hong Kong. And it was mentioned in one of the early
articles in the January, 1983 Omni when Dr. Meg Patterson
came to this country and was hoping to open up a market for her
device, which he called NET, neuro-electric therapy. But,she
failed to do that and millions of dollars of inve tors' money went
down the tube . They never got anything from this. No device

When I was in England, I saw a number of her cases. I was im
pressed by one thing. They all said to me that they had a person
ality alteration as a re ult of using Meg Patterson's technique.
That they had gone from an addictive personality to a non
addictive. That following six weeks of treatment with her device,
not only were they able to be without the drugs but - even six
months later - they didn't experience the craving for the drug
that had inevitably followed in any of the other techniques for
therapy.
When I gave a talk on this, I aid that this to me was important
because it suggests that this may be a new way we can look at
personality. Can we get ome more information on personality
from these kinds of experiments?
KIRSCH: There's an enormous amount of anecdotal material
about CES and personality transformation. In fact, I'll tell you
continued on page 10
3
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COGNITION-ENHANCEMENT DRUGS AND PEAK PERFORM'
CES device can have clear cognition-boo ting effect

Potential Brain-Food and Mind-Machine

that

Interactions

the "Re earch Update" el ewhere in thi i

ee

ue); and the book al 0

mentioned the cognition-enhancing effect of uch neur chemi
cal a va opre

by Michael Hutchi on and John Morganthaler

Picture thi : You have a bu ine

meeting tomorrow with your

Japane'e di tributor. Thi meeting require that you be in top
form for orne critical negotiation . You have

veral report to

go over, many fact to memorize, and above all you have to get
ome re 1.

MSH-ACTH 4-10.

Your fir t step? A trip to the drug tore, of cour e. A meeting like

try. You must create the optimal neurochemical condi

tions for learning and creativity. You a k the druggist, who then
point you toward the shelf of cognitive enhancement com
pounds. You load up your ba ket

a toni hing evidence of their ability to amplify learning, memory
together, or even whether Lhey hould

performing re earch into the effect of brain machine to obtain
larly tho e element in control of doling out grant and fund to
support research, and many of the univer itie and in titution
engaged in research, seem to have little intere t in inve tigating
these machines. What re earch i
done u ually involve the therapeu
tic application of the device

Since cognition-enhancement drugs

appropriate doses of each of these

could ultimately outsell antibiotics and

you go into your study to slip on

tranquilizers, the competition is fierce.

your cranial electric stimulator along

performance brain tate .
On the other hand, huge amount of
money are being spent for re earch
much of the research i being done

You know from your experience and
that of many pioneers in the consciousne s revolution that this
particular combination of chemicals and brain machines have a
synergi tic effect that will create the optimal psychobiological
state for the tasks that lie ahead. You can be sure that your
Japanese counterparts are engaged in a similar manner.
After an hour in your study you feel very different. You are
relaxed, yet alert and creative. Your brainwave activity has
an

rather than the induction of peak

into cognition enhancing drug . But

with your light and sound device.

altered, and

The problem, a many of you

the nece sary funding and upport. Mainstream science, particu

pres in, hydergine, choline, DMAE,

After arriving home, and taking the

be u ed together.

arc aware, i that it is extremely difficult for tho e intere ted in

with bottle of piracetam, vasoand maybe a little centrophenoxine.

ince then other

and thinking. What we don't know i how to be t u e them

That' what we want to find out.

this is much too important to take on without fine-tuning your
biochemi

in and

mind-magnifying drug have emerged a well a even more

EEG would show that it has become more regular

by the big pharmaceutical compa
nies, who are racing with each other to develop patentable
memory-enhancement drugs and to obtain FDA appro al for
the e compound . Since the FDA is primarily oriented toward
treating di ease in a medical context, and ha not hown much
interest in giving its approval to drug that simply impro e
people's memorie or boost intelligence, the pharmaceutical
companies are directing their efforts toward gaining approval for
their cognition-enhancement drugs a treatments for medical

and has increased in amplitude in certain frequencies, causing

problem such as Alzheimer's di ease, multiple-infarct dementia

you to feel simultaneously profoundly relaxed yet in a tate of

and senility. Since financial analy ts estimate that such cognitive

intense concentration, loose and creative as well as mentally
quick and alert. A brain-mapping device would show that the two

drugs could quickly produce sales of well over a billion dollar a
year in the U.S. alone, and ultimately out ell antibiotics and

hemispheres of your brain were in a state of" uperconnection,"

tranquilizers, the competition is fierce, and these companies are

with an enormous increase in the amount of information flowing

in no mood to investigate ways their sub tances might work

between hemispheres. At the same time, the rate of metaboli m

synergi tically or in combination with other sub tances or other

and the energy level of your brain cells has sharply increased.

mechanisms uch as mind machines.

You are now in the optimal state to imprint new memories, to
plan new and more creative trategies, to visually rehearse every
detail of your upcoming meeting ...

Also, since their efforts are directed toward drug that are
patentable, these companies have little intere t in exploring the
cognition enhancement properties of ubstances that cannot be

C is a good example: in a controlled study in

Sound far-fetched? Well, both the brain machines and the

patented. Vitamin

cognitive enhancement compounds already exist. Megabrain

which healthy individuals were te ted both for levels of vitamin

described a variety of devices that show evidence of enhancing

C and IQ, those with higher levels of the vitamin averaged 5

cognition (for a summary of several recent studies suggesting

points higher in IQ; when those with the lower levels of the

4
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NCE PILLS
C supplements, their IQ scores
3.5 points. In orne way, Vitamin C is a

vitamin were given vitamin

po

increased by over

then ubjective re pon e we hope to receive from MEGA

cognition-enhancing substance. But,of cour e no one can patent
vitamin

C, which is cheap and readily available.

BRAIN

REPORT reader we will di cover orne trend . We can

use thi information to guide

u

in de igning a more focu ed

study for part two of the urvey.

In another example,one widely available and unpatentable
sub tance

ible - though we cannot guarantee it - that in inve tigating

(DHEA) i rumored to have demon trated in a recent
AIDS, a

tudy orne ucce" in, among other thing ,treating

For example,we might receive many report that the effects of
piracetam are amplified when u ed with the light and ound

well a cognition enhancement; however,the drug company

device . Then we could plan to focu more deeply on thi

involved in the experiments i now apparently trying to conceal

particular machine/compound interaction, jnve tigating the

the discoverie about DHEA until it can develop orne variant

interactive effect over differing period of time, using different

that i pateiuable (i.e. ha commercial value),and ha obtained a

ound and light frequencie and mode ,and in variou area ,

court order forbidding the cienti t in charge of the tudy to even

uch a memory,reaction peed,creativity and 0 on.

peak with anyone about the matter.

In this i

We Have Met the Guinea Pig and It Is Us
And o.

ue,we will introduce orne of the more intere ting

compounds for cognitive enhancement, provide information
about how to obtain each of them,

MEGAB RAIN REPORT

present some methods for as e

ha concluded that if we really want
more research into mind-machine
mind-food interaction we'd better
start doing it ourselve . Thus we ask

ing

and evaluating your own brain tate

High level mental functioning can ... have
frightening and unpredictable ide effects,

you to join us in a eries of surveys,

as individual s from Socrates to Jesus to

te ts and a ses ments de igned to

Galileo have discovered.

explore the interaction between
brain machines and cognitive

and tracing your progre

,and

pre ent a simple que tionnaire.
The e seJf-asse

ment methods and

our initial survey appear at the end
of thi article. Fir t we will describe
a few of the mo t promising

cognition enhancing ubstance .

enhancement compound . This is
not to say we are advi ing you to take any of the cognition

enhancement substances we describe. No! We do not advi e you

to take the e compounds, just as we do not advise you to

u

e

mind machines or do anything to enhance your mental function
ing. High level mental functioning can be exceedingly dangerous
and have frightening and unpredictable side effects,as individu

Nootropic Drugs
Piracetam
"Last year afriend took me to hear Sun Ra and his Intergalactic

Arkestra as a birthday present. 1 had just received a bottle of 800

als from Socrates to Jesus to Galileo have discovered.

mg tablets of Piracetam. My friend and I each took nine of the

However, we do have reason to believe that many of you are by

entering the hall. The music began 30 minutes later. I found

nature curious, given to exploration and even experimentation that,in fact,many of you are already making use of some of
cognition-boosting nutrient . This being so, it eems clear to u
that you have information that would be of interest and value to
the rest of us. It's also clear that if there are hundreds or· even
thousands of you with such information, then by gathering it
together, we can synthesize it, analyze it,begin to earch for
trends,tendencies, proclivitie ,and perhaps even make some
important connections.
The first part of the survey is intended to be

an

open-ended

exploration rather than a rigorou scientific study or an attempt to
confirm an existing hypothe e . We hope not for solid concluions or hard data,but rather to. discover and delineate orne
interesting avenues for future research.

tablets (an "attack dose" they call it in the literature) before
myself able to concentrate as never before. 1 was completely

lucid with absolutely no sense of intoxication. For the first time

in my life 1 could hear each individual horn's timbre (Sun Ra has
about 10 horn players, often all playing massed harmonies.) My
friend has worked as a professional saxophone player. He, too,

reported extraordinary hearing and concentration abilities. My

ears felt as though they were being stimulated from all directions

at once, but the feeling was entirely pleasant. I was enthralled."
Piracetam has been the subject of intensive research for over

15

years,and has not only proven to be a powerful intelligence
booster and cerebral stimulant, but also,even in massive acute
and chronic dosages, appears to be nontoxic and to produce no
side effects (it' so nontoxic one FDA employee reportedly
claimed that since even huge do es produce no toxic effects,it

In a later issue, we will report on the early survey results. It's

continued on page J 8
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RESEARCH UPDATE
Since I fini hed writing the ftr t American edition of MEG

enriched environment can produce growth not only in the

ABRAlN (in 1985), there has been a worldwide explo ion of

brain' cortex, but al o in the limbic 'y tem-that more ancient

interest in the development and use of mind-enhancing technol

area of the brain (virtually the ame in human and primitive

ogy. Advances have been made in all the area of cience dealt

mammal , hence the nickname "paleomarnrnalian brain")

with in the book, and a whole new generation of mind-enhancing

involved in emotion and memory. One of Diamond' graduate

tool ha been developed and come into wide u e. Thi i a brief

tudent ,Ali on York, reported recently in a report to the

ociety

summary of ome of the e development .

for Neuro cience that rat rai ed in an enriched environment

Smart Rats With Big Brai � : The Enriched

tial the the formation and recall of long-term memorie ,and

Environment

which i involved in Alzheimer' di ea e.

prout new cell in the hippocampus, the tructure that i e

aga Continue

In Megabrain I explored in ome depth the fa cinating re earch
indicating that type of brain stimulation can lead to dramatic
increases in brain ize and intelligence. Studies in which labora
tory animals placed in "enriched environment ," (environment
that provided brain stimulation in

In one intriguing recent study, Diamond and her colleague
placed pregnant rat in an enriched environment. Astoni hingly,
when the pregnant rat gave birth, their offsprin g showed a
distinct thickening of the neocortex. That i ,the mothers'
enriched environment altered and enhanced the brains oJtheir
unbornJetuses.

the form of novelty, challenge,
change and stimulating interaction
with fellow creature ) were com
pared with animals placed in normal
environments or in boring, unstimu
lating, "impoveri hed" environ
ments, proved that enriched envi

en

Equally fascinating wa the fact that

has emerged/rom
Diamond's lab that enriched
environments can produce growth not

New evidence

ronments produced bigger brains,

only in the brain's cortex, but also in

more brain cell , bigger brain cells

the limbic system.

the females were impregnated by
males who had also been expo ed to
an enriched environment. What'
more, as the Brain/Mind Bulletin
phra ed it, "the enriched get richer":
Each ucceeding generation of rat
raised in an enriched environment

and facilitated faster and more

had increasingly thicker cortice .

accurate problem solving. Neu-

In a related tudy, Japanese re-

roanatomist Marian Diamond and
her associates at Berkeley, for example, found that animals raised
in enriched environment showed increased thickness of the
cerebral cortex, a 15 percent increa e in the size of individual
neurons in the cortex, increases in the amount of dendritic
branching, in number of dendritic spines, in number of synap es
and the size of synaptic contact areas, and a sharp increa e in the·
number of glial cells in the brain. Further investigation revealed
that such brain growth can happen very quickly, in response to
brief exposures to enriched environments and brain stimulation,
and it can happen at any age. "The main factor," according to
Diamond, "is stimulation. The nerve cells are designed to receive
stimulation."

searcher have reported that the offspring of mothers kept in
enriched environments (i.e. the mothers were in enriched envi
ronments while pregnant, not the offspring) were superior at
maze-learning to the offspring of tho'e mothers kept in impover
i hed or normal environments. Thi

uperiority was pre ent el e ll
'

when the offp ring were reared by Joster mothers in normal or im

poverished environments, thu eliminating the po

ibility that

this superiority was a result of the environment of the newborn.
And recent research at the University of lllinois has revealed that
rats kept in an enriched environment for 30 day after weaning
showed a greater number of synapse. Synap e continued to
increase in rats kept in the enriched environment for another 20

Since then, Dr. Diamond has described her work and its implica
tions in an excellent book, Enriching Heredity: The Impact oj the
Environment on the Anatomy oj the Brain, which I highly
recommend. She and her associates have continued their investi
gations of the effects of sensory stimulation or enriched environ
ments on the brains and intelligence of humans and laboratory
animals, and her research has convinced her that "The environ

days. Significantly, one protein-producing substance that i
usually present only when synapses are forming or new was
present in the synap es of rat from enriched environments, even
after they were removed from the enriched environment! "A
possible implication," said the researcher , "is that the metabo
lism i changed relatively permanently ... that orne brain
connections may be turned on (or turned up) permanently as a

ment can change the brain, and it can do so at any age."

result of novel experiences."

Recently, evidence has emerged from Diamond's lab that

In another exciting study, Robert Sapolsky of Stanford Univer-
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ity and a group of Canadian researcher have found that rats

human brain respond

to

who were given additional en ory timulation in infancy were

and the optimal type

of

able to think and learn better in their old age. The cienti ts u ed

dramatic, rapid and longlasting growth.

brain

two group of infant rats, with both group receiving identical
care and treatment except that one group received a brief period
of additional timulation during infancy. Test in maze-learning
and autopsy examinations were conducted two and a half years
later (which for rat i old age), and the re ult

howed that the

rat that got the additional timulation were clearly able to think
and learn more quickly than the other rats. The brain of the
timulated rat al

0

showed that they suffered

a

maHer 10

of

neuron.
Acc rding to

apolsky, the experiment proved that imply

adding sen ory stimulation at an early age enabled the rats to
handle stress more efficiently

Better Learning Through Electricity
In the la t few year there has been an explo ion of intere t in the
exploration of bioelectricity. It i a if the concept of "the body
electric" is an id a who e time ha come. The flood of re eaTch
now underway i going far toward advancing our unde

uch profound effect on the brain (for more information about
advance in bioelectricity ee the interview featured el ewhere
in thi is ue).
In thi regard, since the writing of Megabrain there have been a
number of tudie and advances in

throughout their lives. This, in turn,

the use and under tanding of some

caused the rat to secrete fewer glu-

of the devices I described. Toward

cocorticoids, a type of hormones
known to cause the 10 s of brain
cells that are important in cognitive
processes. "Lots of the e hormones

Human infants that received extra
sensory stimulation showed more

and lots of tress will accelerate

highly developed brains six months

neuron death in the brain," said

later, and tested higher on

Sapolsky. "And this happen in a
part of the brain that has a lot to do

tanding

of how orne of the device de cribed in Megabrain can have

a

variety of

intelligence tests.

the end of Chapter

9 r uggested

that the proper type of electrical
stimulation of the brain could
"activate your brain's learning
pathways and enhance your ability
to think," which would mean that
certain electrical timulation

with learning and memory."

devices "could be used as practical

Sapol ky said the proce

tools to increa e learning." How

would

ever,

accelerate some of the learning
deficits associated with aging. But the imple act of early
timulation, he said, create "a very, very sharp, welI-defmed
brake" on the stre s respon e. Becau e the brake work , the rats
secrete less brain-damaging hormone throughout their life.

I pointed out that little hard

scientific evidence of such electrical learning enhancement
existed. Several experts in bioelectricity and electromedicine,
having read that chapter, decided to perform such experiments.
In perhaps the most impre sive study (whose preliminary

Sensory stimulation, in other word , including even brief sen ory

findings I could only briefly mention in the Afterword to the

stimulation, helped these rats stay smarter than rats that did not

paperback edition), published in the American Journal

receive the same amount of sensory stimulation. This brain

tromedicine, Dr. Daniel KiTsch and his a

of Elec

ociate Richard Madden

enhancing effect of early brain-stimulation has now been verified

di covered that low-inten ity CES dramatically improved human

in humans. In recent studie , researchers have timulated some

learning of a psychomotor task. "Mter reading Megabrain,"

groups of premature infant with light massages while treating

Kirsch says, "Richard decided to do a rigorou study to see if

other premature infants in the normal manner. They found that

cranial electro timulation (CES) really could improve learning."

78 subjects matched for age, education

the infants that received the extra sensory stimulation showed

Kirsch and Madden took

more highly developed brain six months later, and .tested higher

and their pre-experiment performance scores on a computer

350 attached to

on a variety of intelligence te ts. In other recent studie , infant

typing task. All subjects then had an Alpha Stirn

who received ensory stimulation and a wealth of novel experi

their earlobes. It wa a double-blind tudy: neither the experi

ences-were raised in enriched environments-were not only

menters nor the subjects knew when or if timulation was being

more intelligent, but were physically more healthy than infants

given to them (the stimulation was so low, at

who were treated "normally."

that most of those who did receive stimulation were not aware of

These and a wealth of other studies that have emerged recently
strongly support the proposition, advanced in Megabrain, that the

125 microamps,

it). The result astonished even the experimenters: the group
receiving the brain stimulation leamed much more and much
more quickly than the other group.
continued
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BIG THINGS IN SMALL PACKAGES: NEW PRODUCTS
The Dreamer, The Courier, The
Alpha Stirn CS

machine repre ents a bre akthrough : to my
-

may be too trong for

ome.

The ound , ba ically the combination of a
single tone and white noi 'e, which can be
adju ted (but only to loud or oft), are very
ba ie. Some u ers find the oun d qual ity
irri tati ng . There i an in put j ack for an external
ound ource, uch a. a ca eUe player .

ha ve to say that this new ound an d l ight

produc ed

ma s -market brain machine. Welcome to the
new world of con umer brain technol og y . The

Dreamer' s tin y, weig hs only a few ounce,
pro vides si x dif feren t preprogra mme d se ions
u ing four different mode of timulation (i. e .
al ternating the sound and l ight between left
and right, eyes and ear, timulatin g both eyes
and ears sim ul taneo usly)
, and is so simple to
operate you only need to pre one button for a
fuU es sion .
The Europ ean manufacturer has inv ested in

totally autom a ting the a

embly of this device
0 that hundreds of
the devices are stamped out and put together
simultaneously, wit ho ut any hand ass em bl y
(which is where quality control probl ems can
creep in). The whole thing i sealed together
and sold at an a ttra ct i v e $250 w ith a one year
warranty on parts and workmanship.

-

proce

the e lights

in g the quality of the Dreamer I

kn owledge it' the fir t truly ma

they have a. long as it' easy to u e for word

users. Fo rtun a tely The Dreamer provide ' a
high/low light in ten ity re gula tor, but even 0

The Dreamer
Before discu

colorful vi ual imagery . Too inten e for ome

th e f actory is tooled up

Mo t u er I've compare d note with have
e
ion
effective. G enera l ly they begin w i th a sweep
that goes down to alpha. back up to high beta
and then ramp down (or up) toward the target
frequency. The se ion are: Sleep (a 30
minute ession that leaves you in delta at 3
Hz); C oncentratio n (30 minutes that takes you
up to a stimul atin g 25 Hz); Meditation/
Le a rning (a 40 minute theta induction at 5 to 7
Hz); Anti- St ress (15 minutes at 9 Hz alpha
ideal for a" tres s -break " at work); Relaxation
(40 minute , much of it at 9 Hz alpha) ; and
rea tivity (30 minute mixing alpha and be ta).
found the ix preprogram m ed

The above d e cription poin t up orne of the

dra wb acks of the Dreamer: while it's delight-

This is a significant advance. Those of you

who remember the fi rst hand-held calculators

"To my knowledge it's the first

from Texas I n st ruments in the mid-70 recall

truly mass-produced mass-market

tha t they were big, clunky, and cost more than

ow thank to mass prod uced circ ui try
and other advances far more so phist ic ated
calculators the size of a crcdit card cost only a
couple of bucks, and are gi ven away for
promotional purposes like balloons and
calenda rs used to be.
$150.

Similarly. I think the mass-production of the

Dreamer represents an impo rtant step toward
making mind-enhancement technology simple,
attractive, un threatening and i nex pensi ve
en ough to appeal to (and be chea p en ough to
be bought by) those milli ons and millions of
wonderful human s we call The Mainstream.
That said, we can tum our attention to the
quality of the de v ice a n d the ex pe rienc es it
prov ides . The first thing most users comment
on is the lights . and their commen ts are usually
something like. "Wow!" The lights , four red
LEDs in front of each eye, are super-bright
(the LEDs on most current ound and li gh t
devices produce about 500 rnillic andle of light
each ; these produce some 2000 mi llic and les
each), and stimulate extrem ely intense and

brain machine."

ing ; the y don't care about how the
mind machine works, as long as it' imp le to
operate and puts them to Jeep, reI axe them.
or i fun. You don't need a mainfram e to play
Nintendo game s .

The Dreamer i fun and effective, and the be · t
dev ice to c ome along 0 far for tho e who eek
utter impl icity. It' not ophi ticated, but that
doe n' t mean it can't provide even the mo t
e xperienced mind-machin afici nado with an
exc itin g experience . One friend who make a
m ult i -m odal mind-enhancement system that
costs thou and of dollar and incorporates a
sound and light ystem tried out the Dreamer
when I first r ecei ved i t and l ov ed th e lights so
m uch h e actuatt y wondered if there was some
way he could u e the goggle with hi own
system! This is the first of what r expect will
be a succe ssion of well -de igned, ma pr oduc ed, u ser - friendly mind mac hine .

The Courier
Thi dyna mite little po rtable is made by

computer expert Robert Austin , the same g uy
who m akes the uperb Mind Eye Plus, and
contains many of the features of the Plus at
les than half the price. The Cou rier i
completely self-contained: the tough pia tic
ca se, about the size of a small book, open up
t o reveal the keypad and a torage compart 
ment f or the special l y molded goggles and
headphones . It's powered by a rechargeable
battery good for about five hours of use
between charge .

f ully simpl e , it's al 0 very limited. While I
h aven ' t used it l on g enoug h yet to have
become accustomed to each program, I suspect
that t ho e who l ike new exp erienc es might
become bored with the six session s. There are
numerous s o und and ligh t machines on the
market that are far more o phi ticated (such as
THE COURIER, reviewed next). The e
devices are also more co tly and, to certain
would-be u ers, daunt in gl y compl e x .
What we face , as mind machines enter the

mainstream. is the same divergence of taste
and interests that perso nal c o mputers enco un
tered . S om e p eople are e xplorers, experimen





(2000
millicandle power) over each eye, flashing

There are two superb ri ght red LED

with a short duty cycle and p rov idin g c risp and
intense visual effects. It produces eight
different stereo ounds , a nd al 0 h as an i np ut
for an e xternal audio source. But perhap the
mo t significant audio feature of the Courier i
that it can act as a b inaural ignal gener ator,
p roducing a number of beat frequencies, or
what Au tin c alls "HemiTone sounds.' The
combinat ion of beat frequencies with sound
and l ight brainwave entra inment opens up a
whole new range of experiences.
The device includes 16 preset sessions that

talists and hackers, and they want advanced

range from 15 minutes to an hour in l ength .

and sophi ticated devices that permit them to
design and tore a l arg e array of their own
programs. Other pe ople don't care about the
technology at aU, they just ha ve ce rta in thing
they hope the device can hel p them accom 
pli sh : t h ey don't care what kind of compu ter

The prese t essions are well-designed and
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knobs are on the outside of the case, making it
ea y

to

adju t the

with the case clo

it's in use,
cd. The price of $395 i not
ystem

ven when

cheap, but in compari on with the top of the
-

-

by the nervous ystem by incorporating
random factors into

0.4

DAVID Jr. Plu', whi h sell for

The c urrent oflhe

thi machine delivers a lot of bang for the
ourier

is well-made, and u

e

cognition

econd intervals.

"

S is adju table from 10 to

of the dangerou Iy high current TENS device:

high qualit y

"While the 2000 is the size of a

econd , rather than bludgeoning the brain

micro econd

.

At lower . elting

it' im percep

in the earlobe . But for me and other who

heigh.tened alertness to deep

been impre sive, ranging from mild e u phoria

-and weighs just 3 ounces."

combined with hei ghtened alertne s to deep

relaxation, deeper sleep,

relaxation, deeper leep, alleviation of pain,

alleviation of pain, and longlasting

and long lasting feeling of well-being.
-

electronic components. It "fcel "good. It's

In another advance on the older ver ion , the

9 volt batte ry , ha

almost as simple to use as the Dreamer, but is

CS is powered by a simple

far more ver atile and ophisticated. In this

timer that permit you to choose a se

price range (and even compared with devices

ranges from three minute to continuous, and

ourier

has two channels, thus pe rmitting two people

feelings of well-being. "
a

ion that

it at once in the CE mode, or one
person to use four electrode for localized pain
trea t ment and other applica t ions. It's attrac
tively designed (except for one feature
you
to u e

i the best thing yet.

The Alpha Stirn CS

-

I wrote about the Alpha Stirn (clinical model

have to slide open a small ide panel to adj u st

2000 and home model 350) in Megabrain, but

the frequency and timer and to switch it on, b u t

now tho s e devices have been super eded (at
least for purposes of cranial electrostimulation

2000
350 about
the CS is tiny -

[CES]) by the brand new CS. While the

under

2 1/2

small shoebox,
by

3/12 inches - and weigh

replacing the panel can require dexterity), can
be carried in your pocket or clipped to a belt. It
come with a five year wa rranty.

i the size of a large typewriter, the

The price is steep :

$795. But then this is, at

lea t in the U.S., a medical device", and thus

just

"

3 ounces.

it purcha e is usually approved for benefits by

But the step down in size doe not mean a tep

effective in the treatment of anxiety, drug

down in power or effectivenes . Inventor Dr.

impressive, ranging from mild
euphoria combined with

have u ed the device the mental effect have

tiny - under 2 112 by 3112 inche

"The mental effects



tible, turned up high it produce a mild tingling

size of a small shoebox, the CS is

a

for

e

The que tion that ari es, a alway , i whether

with milliampere current delivered for

large typewriter, the 350 about the

the size of

"

drug are qui te legal and in fa t an important
mean of therapeutic innovation ) .

it deliver it weak microampere current for

milli

co ting hundreds of dollars more) the

-

it for "unap
es (as reported in our article on
enhancement drug in this i ue, the

FDA recogni ze that unapprov ed u

600 microampere - this i far les than ome

bu k. A with all of Au tin" produ t , the

practition er who will pre cribe

proved" u

0.5 Hz or 80 Hz) change polarity at

line model such a the Mind Eye Plu and the

about $895,

rea on for eeking a pre cription, or a medical

modified quare wave:

the pul'c (you can elect pulse repetition ratc
f either



it
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CES

is truly

afe enough to be u ed by healthy

people for mind-enhancement purposes.
Proponent point out thaI CES ha now been
u ed for over 40 years by million of people

without apparent iJI effects

-

no appearance

of brain tumor , leukemia, brain damage,
p yehological problems etc. Opponents argue
that in light of evidence that some_kinds of
electromagnetism can be

harmful, there'

not enough known about how CES work

still
,

what it doe to the brain and body, to pro

nounce such devic es

as

the CS harmless. For a

discussion of this que: tion by experts, see the
interview on bioelectricity el ewbere in this

i

sue.

m edical in urers. Since CES ha proven

inability to concentrate,
memory loss, tinnitus and

-MH

addiction depression,
,

Daniel Kir ch has enhanced the waveform

pain, TMJ problems

u ed in earlicr Alpha Stim models, and

,

much more, mo t people who seek to use it for

every one I know who has experim ented with

cognition-enhancement purposes should be

the CS so far finds it an extraordina ry

experience. (See our discussion of the CS with

able to find either

an

appropriate medical

••

Kirsch el ewhere in this issue.)
It clips to your earlobe (Kirsch claims that the

Coming Soon!

the "Valium points"), and deliver a complex

The MEGABRAIN REPORT Computer Bulletin Board

points on your earlobes closes to your jaw are

biphasic

DC nonsinusoidal modified square

We

waveform. One difficulty wi t h CES ha been

are

now working to et up a computer bulletin board that will allow sub eriber to

partici pate in MBR studies; to contribute to and get access to our data base of infonnation

that most CES devices deliver a repetitive and
therefore predictable waveform
the human

about research in brain-enhancement technology and consciousness; to respond to our
MEGABRAIN REPORT FORUM directly; to participate in freewheeling, ongoing discus

-

body quickly becomes accustomed to that

sions related to consciousness technology w ith other MBR subscribers and contributors; to get
access to more detailed information about articles published in the newsletter, and much more.

stimulus and ef fe ct ive ly ignores or rejects it.
At that point the CES is no longer effective.
The CS has been de igned to avoid habituation
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EGABRAIN REPORT
• HIGH VOLTAGE: THE BIOELECTRIC INTERVIEWS

CONTINUED

something I hear quite often: A spou e often

his EEG patterns normalize during the e

say "this is the person I married come back

and can feel the effect. Chuck i a great

ion

again." You know,they may have been

advocate of biofeedback and

married for twenty or thirty year. It' an

the benefit of having the patient view their

extremely interesting observation that I've

own change objectively on the EEG. This is a

recently started paying attention to becau e I

big breakthrough. Biofeedback ha limited

hear it over and over again.

result in a large percentage of the population

MBR: Some ort of personality change take
place when people use CBS,would you ay?

0

he al

0

ees

becau e it is a very active prace

,you have to

work at it, whereas CBS i a pa

ive proces

which doesn't bore you

0

the pinal area, up into the brain when the back
was being treated?

it i a lot ea ier. The

KIRSCH: Yes,they're happier, they're Ie

combination i ideal becau e you can take

concerned about their problems.They still

someone to where they want to go and then

have their problems, but they're les con

show them how to get there by them elves,

cerned. I was interviewed last Friday by the

becau e there are an awful lot of demands or

Los Angeles Daily News and the reporter was a

stressful ituations in our live and one does

bit skeptical about trying CBS.The interview

not effect a "cure," so to speak - it's an

went for a little over a half hour.Then the

ongoing process. So if somebody can learn

reporter tried it. Within about two

KIRSCH: Yes, I mean the back i part of the
central nervou

connected actually... But about the personal
ity tran formation,there was another tudy in
which subjects were being treated for drug
addiction,and one group received CES from
the Alpha Stirn, the other didn't. Again, th y
were given personality te t , before and after.
And they found that the group getting CES had
undergone

assertivene

could just see it. I mean, I've seen it a lot
but I never get tired of seeing a person
become calm, happy and relaxed. It
focuses their mind and relaxes their
body.

MBR: Dr. Becker told

than tripled! The control group didn't show

MBR: How does CES work? Does it

"The group getting CES had undergone
a big personality change - their levels
of self-sufficiency, dominance,

much of thi i neurochemical and how

example, had more than doubled, in

much of it i a matter of activating the
parasympathetic nervou system to
counterbalance the withdrawal symp
toms, which

-KIRSCH

talked with some of Meg Patterson's

really a li t of sympa

tearing and sweating and the cold

he noticed that they had seemed to have

how to do it themselves, that's fine. I also find

undergone some sort of personality change -

that by doing CBS on a regular basis,say two

they felt that they were no longer addictive

or three times a week, for ten to twenty

personalities. '

minutes, you can get the same benefits as if the
are

are

thetic nervous system activity -

patients who were being treated by CES,

KIRSCH: Yes, people

KIRSCH: I think the key is that there's
a direct timulation of the autonomic
case ,for example, I don't know how

assertiveness and ego strength, for

that when he

alter neurochemi try?

nervous system. In substance abu e

some cases more than tripled!"
us

and ego strength, for example,

any change of that ort.

interview anymore," and started telling

was an amazing transformation and you

big per onality change - their

had more than doubled, in some cases more

and said,"I don't feel like doing this

just was a completely different person. It

a

levels of self-sufficiency, dominance,

minutes she tossed her pad on the floor

us all about her life,her problems. She

y tern. We think of our brain

in our head, but it's connected. Everything i

transformed. People

subject learned to do it usmg biofeedback -

get into patterns of behavior as a result of their

you can shortcut the whole biofeedback

state of consciousness, but most people aren't

process.

even remotely aware of their state of con

Several recent studies are interesting in this

sciousness. For example, biofeedback
practitioners are starting to use the Alpha-Stim
quite a bit to actively take the person to the
same place they're trying to learn how to go.
Once they're there, it's easier to get back there
on their own. Anyone who's driven around
California'S freeway systems knows that it's
both easier to get someplace the second time

shakes. All the symptom of withdrawal
are a list of sympathetic nervous ystem
activity. By stimulating in and around the
vicinity of the ear, you're affecting the vagu
nerve which is a part of the parasympathetic
system ...
MBR: Sort of electrically switching on the
relaxation response, would you say?

context.In one study they were treating people

KIRSCH: Yes, and I don't know how much of

with back pain using electrical stimulation,and

that is chemical. I think it might just be a

they'd measured their depression levels using a

matter of balance between the two nerves, the

psychological test, and they found that simply

two aspects of the autonomic nervous system.

receiving the electrical treatment reduced their

When we talk about neurochemical, in general,

depression. They didn't have to "learn"

I like to say that medicine has been based on

anything at all.

chemistry for a long time and yet medicine has

and it also seems a lot easier to get home

MBR: But this wasn't CES,it was just TENS

usually. Just familiar pathways.

in the back.

For example,Dr. Charles Stroebel has been

KIRSCH: Well,it wasn't just TENS, because

failed in the treatment of functional and
degenerative diseases.When we look at
chemistry,it's basically molecules compo ed
of elements composed of atoms and the atoms

doing some work treating depressives using

whenever your treat the body, you're treating

are

CBS in combination with his BEG brainmap

the whole body through the area you're

are negatively charged electrons moving

ping device, the CAP Scan,which was

treating.

described in Megabrain. When he's hooked up
to the CES device,the depressive subject sees

MBR: So,you think the effects on depression
had to do with the signal being scattered into

held together by electrical bonding. There

around a positively charged nucleus and
movement of electricity, known as current, is
simply the passage of electrons in a specific
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manner. And the specificity of that manner,

depend upon the relationship between these

waves. And, by defll1ition the

which we call the wave form, produces a

two parameters as to which one the body is

wave has an infinite number of odd harmonic ,

different chemicals in the drug.

that i ,let's say,of fairly low frequency,like

rno t likely to ee. And,if you have a pul e

different biologicaJ effect - ju t like the

15

Obviously we still have a great deal to learn

Hz, which i u ed in the bone-growth

timulator

about thi but overall we can definitely ee

•

and you're at a couple of hundred

Hz or even higher in the individuaJ pul es

orne profound change' and I think that rather

within each pul e bur t, I don't think you are

than looking at the electricity a affecting the

having much of an effect from the high

chemistry in the body, I think that we've gone

important when you are talking

analog network and the body?
a

about the effect of currents or

geniu .

fields upon cells are the power

MBR: Do you ee electrostimulation influenc

inherent in whatever you are

ing that electricaJ system?
KIRSCH: Yes, the Alpha-Stirn works by using
a biphasic D

current that goe in one

direction and then goes in the other, very

$50,000

In the la t ix or even years I have een
perhap a hundred to two hundred device

know a little more about them. I'm ab olutely
horrified at some of the unit that come
through that have bad guy frequencie in the
mix along with the good guy.
Example: Everywhere you eat you'll find a
container of sodium chloride, table alL But,
sodium i a poison and chlorine is a poi on,
and if you separate that odium chloride into

wave

its elements,they're both lethaJ. But your body
is phy iologically a saline mixture. It's in your
blood and in all of your body fluid . Potas

sitting around there watching thi thing slowly
go by and then lowly go by the other way. We
varied the pulse and other aspects of the wave

sium/ odium balance i quite critical to life.
frequency but your effect i due to your body
rectifying the whole busines and looking at it
as

shape to produce a full range of hannonic or

a

15

Hz signal. But that is an opinion,it's

not backed up with data.

frequencies within each six second period. In
this way we are activating what I believe

MBR: Dr. Beck,how doe CES work?

Becker caJls the current of injury. Becker has

BECK: Man is an extremely complex

shown, unequivocally, that by augmenting the

biocosmic re onator,and we're just now

electrical field you can produce regenerative

di covering some of the effects electromag

growth in humans. I don't know if that can be

netic storms on the sun are having on our own

transferred from an electrical model to a

earth's animal forms and human subjects. You

chemical model. I think that some of the

cannot create a simple mechanistic description

mechanism that we need to learn more about
here are purely electrical. Obviou ly chemistry
plays a role in it. It will affect the chemistry,

of how these processe operate. People ask me
occasionally why this or that works and I tell

But, the elements are poisonous individually.
And the ame thing is an absolute fact in
electromedical devices.
I've been following this for many,many years,
and many of the devices which are copies or
counterfeits of other devices have the wrong
frequency mix because nobody has bothered to
look at them on a pectrum analyzer. They'll
look at them on an oscilloscope. which is a

time domain display.

It will show you the wave

form and the frequency of the pul e repetition
rate,but it cannot show you what the hannon
ics of those wave forms are actually producing

them the truth,that although I'm a physicist, J

but a lot of it is purely electrical.

don't know what electricity is. Neither does
anybody else. But we can certainly build a lot

Wave Forms and Frequencies

of marvelou things with it, from toasters to
television sets to computers. And it willbe

BECKER: I've had no per onaJ experience

quite a few years before even the effect of

with direct electrical brain stimulation. All J

some of the e simple stimulation type devices

can say i that the parameter that are impor
'tant when you are talking about the effect of

are

well understood,much less fully under

stood.

the power

inherent in whatever you are applying,thefre

. quencies that would be involved, and the wave
forms. I think frequency is somewhat more
important, but J am not certain about that.
the pulse repetition rate?

heterodyne in the brain with other frequencies

heterodyne in the brain with other
frequencies to produce third order
harmonics." -BECK

in the way of frequencies. Mimy engineers

this work hasbeen done by Voll- known for

today confuse pulse repetition rate with
frequency. They are two entirely different

EAV, or "electroacupuncture according to

things.

frequencies versus non-beneficiaJ. Many of

pul es of a higher frequency, then it's going to

hertz. And these "beat" or

to several thousand hertz. And these "beat" or

Vall" - who mapped the effects ofbeneficiaJ

BECKER: Well, if you have a pulse that is

"CES will have frequency
components up to several thousand

Now CBS will have frequency components up

to produce third order harmonics,and a lot of

MBR: When you say frequency do you mean

composed of a number of other individuitl

spectrum anaJyzer.

would be involved, and the

reactions. If I may personify cell ,they're

are

at it in a spectrum analyzer,and mo t of the
people who build the e don't own a

applying, the frequencies that

forms." -BECKER

slowly compared to the speed of bio1.ogical

currents or fields upon cells

well a good,and you can't tell until you look

who have purcha ed them and then want to

"The parameters that are

MBR: Are you familiar with Becker'S th orie
KIRS H: Ye . Becker's

and there might b "bad guy" in that mix, a

come through my lab,u ually ent by people

beyond the chemistry to the next level of
structure.
about the D

square

these electromedical devices similar to the
resurrected Royal Rife technology use square

Example: How many taxi cabs are going by a
specific comer per hour in New York City?

That would be the repetition rate of taxis

passing. But you don't know what's inSide of
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thos taxicab until you look at that wave fonn
on a spectrum analyzer, whjch i aJrequency

domain display - an entirely different thing
from time domain. And many of the device
that are being sold today as electromedical,
either cranial electrostimulators or generic

things are fairly well known.

the average chronic alcoholic.

MBR: Thi bring us to the CES device you've

MBR: Could electrical timulation in tho e

invented, the BT-5 which you've de cribed a

optimal frequencie ,or beneficial frequency

containing within it rectilinear wave over 250

window have memory enhancement effect

beneficial frequencie .

on pe pIc who are already healthy?

TENS devices produced after the "rage" kind

BECK: 250 plus or minu whatever window

BECK: One of the univer al piece of data that

of lUck after lhe 1983 article in Omlli, have

your peclrum analyzer happen to catch a

have come in from our client i-they don't

got the wrong frequency spectra. And they

pul e at. There' another trick to thi : you have

need a phone book any more, they can

don't bother to get a spectrum analyzer and

to catch only a single pul e, becau e if you

remember (rom many year ago, and current

find out what their frequencie are.

catch a number of pul e in your window of

number,. My own friend, Diane, had been

For example, many of them put out simple
quare wave . And a quare wave, by defini

given a pinal block when her daughter wa
born about 34 year ago. When she came back

program, and it will indicate fal

tion in your text book, is a wave that's made

e

read . So we

put out a little bulletin to the people who have

from "an infinite number of odd harmonics."
The infinite number of odd harmonic

the pectrum analyzer, they might be out of
time pha·e with your Fa ·t Fourier Transfonn

how on

the spectrum analyzer as a long series of line
across the screen, each one of them repre ent-

designed these, we felt a social responsibility,

aerospace, and had a photographic memory.

to tell them that it is necessary to use an anti

She even had to write her own phone number

alia ing hertzer on their spectrum analyzer to

down. And after her fir l expo ure to the BT-5

avoid that problem.

in 1983 all of these old memorie

MBR: Well, can you then de cribe the BT-5
"

Many engineers today confuse

and how it seem to stimulate the "beneficial
spectral windows" and what windows tho e

pUl e repetition rate with

are, over what range?

frequency. They are two entirely
different thing s .

"

BECK: Well, they range from approximately 3

-BECK

hertz to up to 14 kilohertz.

ow we believe

that we can di regard some of the higher
frequencies because of the limited penetration.

those which stimulate, for example, beta

you'll find that you have an infinite number of

endorphin - that frequency is in the neighbor

even, not odd, but even harmonics. Now the
way to get the good guy frequencies in there i
to modify a rectilinear wave in certain ways
that can be done by a computer using special
chips, that will give you the good guys and not
the bad guys. You eliminate the sodium and
the chlorine from your product and you have
only the sodium chloride.

anxious and depressed and nauseous and all of
the bad SlUff. But you have to know what those

MBR: Can you be a little more specific about
those various frequencies?
BECK: One example is that beta endorphin is

patients who have experienced reversal and are

"There are frequencies that will
m ar ijuan a

known for decades, and the way that these

a degree. And there are other

frequencies were di covered was trial and

high, or the

,

error. A great deal of study has been done in

frequencies that will make you

England, by holding the wave form con tant

paranoid a n d anxious and

and varying the pulse repetition rate and

depressed and nauseous." -BECK

this is fairly well-known if you know how to
research papers.

frequencies that will make you paranoid and

copy something and they count taxicabs and

memory. We can't make medical claims, but I
just love to brag about eight or so Alzheimer

crack high or even emulate LSD to

go to an adequate library and dig out the

they don't count the contents of the taxicab.

There's no que tion that it tend to re tore

gi v e you the

emulate LSD to a degree. And there are other

many, many, many instrument designers don't

a secretary. 11

acholamines ... now the e have been well

varying the pacing between pul es, etc.So

frequencies that will give you

want to go to that much work. They want to

a

was just abSOlutely amazing.

hood of III hertz - and eokephalins, cat

the marijuana hjgh, or the crack high, or even

are. And they are in the open literature.But

the exten ion and the numbers at the aircraft
plant where she had worked

have found, that the beneficial frequencie are

modify a square wave into a triangular wave,

are

tarted

flowing back, and she could remember all of

But we believe, as many of the re earchers

ing one of those infinite numbers.But, if you

So, yes, there

from the ho pital, she had forgotten all of the
phone numbers she knew. She worked in

now functional again, and recognize their

MBR: Bob, we've talked about how some

husbands or wives and don't wander off and

specific frequencies can influence neurotrans

are able to go back to work if they want to.

mitters. Some research indicate that certain

And that was a complete miracle. We had no

frequencie of electrical stimulation influence

expectation whatsoever that that was in the

the cell membranes to facilitate a proce s

cards.

called "long-term potentiation," that is
essential to memory fonnation ...

But thi is purely "anecdotal." I emphasize that
while our thrust is in cranial electrostirnulation

BECK: One CES device ha been proven to

- and I hope you mention thi repeatedly in

re tore memory in subjects with Korsakoff'

this article - we make absolutely no medical

Syndrome, which is the loss of short-term

claims, expressed or implied, for CES devices.

memory found in chronic alcoholics. In a

They're purely for experimental work.

released at II 1hz. Enkephalins at about 4 hz.

matter of a week or two the memory was

And catacholamines at about 10.2. These

restored, whereas it took several years of total
abstinence before the memory was restored in

KIRSCH: Memory and learning ... well, based
on the speculation of Michael Hutchison,
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tudying the effects of the Alpha

so it is used only for micro ec-

by the Alpha-Stim?

Rjchard Madden did hi doctoral dissertation
tim on

KIRSCH: It

memory and learning in a so-called " :-v e U/
.
normal" population /Ed.:fora descnpllon of

'

actually hard to be pecific on

that becau e it i . a omewhat randomized wave
form. We u e two frequencie , .5 and .4 Hz

this study see the "Research Update" article

which interact,.4 Hz would be called the beat

this issue]. He u ed a computer typing game

�

frequency,and between them produce a w de

that teaches you how to type by mea uring

multiple of resonant or harmonic frequenc �e .

your peed and accuracy,and had signifi antly

We do it within a modified quare wave With a

improved re ult with the people who had real

pike to break through the kin re i tance pre

ceding the quare and then we vary each pul e
o that it' as if you're making it longer and

"/ emphasize that while our thrust

then you are making it horter. It's a if yo � 're

is in cranial electro timulation we

moving your fmgers down the fret of a guitar,

make absolutely no medical claim ,
expressed or implied,for CES
devices." -BECK

one at a time, while you're trumming all of

KIRSCH: We change everything including the
duty cycle. At .4 Hz it rectifies the other wave
forms

regardless of what' happening in the

timing chain, the .4 put in a random factor and

Basically, the CES group learned mor� and

they learned faster and they kept learnmg more
over repeated trials. In fact,about 30% of the

creates a non-repetitive timulus that the body
can't recognize - becau e any kind of repeti
tive stimulation we would fight again t. We

�

people who had the placebo (the alse
stimulation) did worse in succe

0

have defense mechani m for that sort of thing

.
Ive trials,

but if you can't recognize them, our ho�e

which was attributed to inattentiveness or

�nd

intention i that the body would recogmze It as

fatigue ... I don't know if Nintendo has
completely replaced the video arcades, but you
used to throw a lot of quarters in those things

its own natural current and the cells,again to
personify cells, the cells would believe, if there
is such a thlng,that the cells around them are

and think that you would get better on each

functioning normally and they would begin

game.

functioning normally. This is an offshoot of
Becker's theory of the "current of injury"

MBR: So maybe with CES attachments ...
DK: Yes, have electrodes on the video gam es !
[laughter] You'd do belter, you'd be more

amplifying the signal with the correct current
characteristics so the area around the stimu
lated point wiIJ go to a homeostatic state.

motivated, you'd throw in more quarters!

re onance from milliampere device becau e
they're very quick,short bur ts. Otherwi e
they would be extremely dangerous.

in

MBR: So they're high powered and delivered
for very hort bursts and on the other h�d the
Alpha-Stim i low-powered current dehvered
for a longer bur t?
KIRSCH: Right,a very long time, compara
tively speaking. We have a random duty cycle.
Eventually the pattern will come clo e to
repeating it elf, but it take a long time.
MBR: Can you de cribe for us the new Alpha

the chord ,not ju t a ingle note.
MBR: You mean you change the duty cycle?

CBS compared to the placebo stimulation.

onds

in milliampere TENS. Thu there i not much

Stirn CS model? What fearures differentiate it
from the Alpha-Stim 350?
KIRSCH: The main feature is that it is small
and convenient. Frankly,I never thought that
was a problem with the 350, because I figured
you could always sit down for ten or twenty
minutes. But right now there's only one CS
production model in exi tence and people
around my office keep taking it. They have

.
been walking around with it, going about their

business,u ing it for ankle pain or for cranial
stimulation. It i very convenient if you can
just walk around and go about your bu ine
while you u e it. It seems that ten or twenty
minutes out of a day is more significant than I
had previou ly imagined; that is its major con
venience. Also, it will run off a nine volt
battery for about a year which is much nicer
than the old rechargeable gel cells which have
to be replaced at a co t of about

$100 every

couple of years.

MER: Are there wave forms that are Ie s

MER: In addition to frequency, what are the

desirable than others?

essential quality or determinants of the quality

KIRSCH: I would be cautious by putting a

of electrical stimulation?

sinusoidal wave through the head. There are

KIRSCH: Well, the quantity,known as

indications that at least at certain frequencies,

current or intensity, and how much voltage
pushes that through. Primarily it is the hape of
the wave form, it' the timing. How much

sinusoidal waves can be carcinogenic and I
don't think our bodies function in a sinu oidal
marmeT. It'

current is delivered and at what time and how

probably a good idea to stay away

from sinusoidal currents. It would have to be a

it is released,what kind of a shape it is in and

square because you can only put a range of

how much time there is for recovery between

frequencie in a square. We call it a "square

the pulses.

wave envelope" meaning that within the

frequency is as important as others do, but I do

parameters of the square wave the current's no
.
higher thlp} this and it's not gomg on any

believe that some of these concepts come from

longer than that Thus, you can have full range

the early devices where you didn't have a lot to

of frequencies.

I might be the only one who doesn't feel that

vary and the electrical output was rather crude

This is only possible with microamperage,

so the y played with the freque ncy.

because only with the longer bursts can you get

MBR: Could you get specific here and give us

the re onance. Milliampere current would bum

a description of the wave form that's produced

you terribly if it was kept on for a millisecond,

"There are indications that at least
at certain frequencies, sinusoidal
waves can be carcinogenic. I don't
think our bodies function in a
sinusoidal manner. It's probably a
good idea to stay away from
sinusoidal currents." -KIRSCH

Most importantly, we have noticed that the
Alpha-Stim 2000 was more effective than the
Alpha Stim 350. This wasn't supposed to have
-

been the case. There was a minor difference
between their signals so we srudied the
difference in the wave form and determined
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that it was significant. By expanding it ju t a

everyone. So, like every other techno! gy,the

cranial electrotherapy) or NET - there are

litt!e we were able to open the rc i tance

approved s ite evolved after a great deal of

about a dozen acronym for thi id entical

trial and error.

proce

window in the skin beller, therefore al lowing

for a be tter treatment. So we have taken the
Alpha-Stirn

S beyond the A lpha-Stirn 2000

in term of its output. In addition to that,it's
20% more

powerfu l.

It goes up to 600

mi croamps in tcad of

500.

Plus, it ha two

channel' rathcr than one. Four pad are bCllcr
than two pad . You can u e it for TENS while
you do CES. Or yo u and you r wifc can do CES
at the arne time.

K1R

H: I have experimented with different

electrode placement and I've determined that

the ear clip

c lectrode

' 'eem to produce the be t

-the electricity pread outward.

Like charge repel and you can be within

3/4

of an inch of the ite and till get good re ult ,
in tead of a third of a millimeter from the ite .

effect. If you put them at the topmo t part of

KIRSCH: CES is not auricular therapy . And

the lobe clo e t to the head, you are over an

a uricular ther apy doe not work unle

auricular therapy point that'

extremely accurate. I think that the ize of the

called thc

"Valium analog point," which i an inter e ting
coincidence if you believe in that ort of thing.

you a re

electrode that are u ed f; r CES would be too
big for effective auricular therapy. It' well

MBR: What about some of thc other CES

Yet if you put them on the temple, the y are

e tabli she d that you have to be extremely ite

not a effective. I don ' t think it'

specific. If I do auricul ar thera py , I'm u ing a

dev ices that are being u ed,for example, Bob

c ortical re ponse as a brain tem re pon e,

Beck makes one - the BT5 or Brain Tuner
that he claim ha a beneficial wave form.
KIRSCH: I'm not familiar with Bob Beck's

"I've played around with every
electrode location imaginable on

0

m uch a

a

ub-cortical response,an d I think it' be t

effected with ear -c l ip electrode . The mastoid

pen, and if you move it the width of the point

lems. I avoid it - with any device. I wouldn 't

away from the spot, you won't get

recommend it even with the Alpha - Stim.

effect.

a

good

MBR: And you are not interested in frontal

Yet auricular therapy is dramatic in it effects

electrode ?

when you are in the right spot. In true auricular

KIR CH: Look at it this way,the Ru sian put

the head and I have found the

it on the eye and then above the eyes to the
occipital lobe. Sighted people are visually

we've discussed." -KIRSCH

small,it's about the size of a fine p oint ball

to-mastoid location ha created orne prob 

earlobes the most effective for
producing the desirable results

pring-loaded probe so I don't get any fal e
readings around the e ar. The tip of the probe is

auricular the rapy with CES u ing longer term
stimulation if you' re fairly preci e. I have seen

oriented and by pUlling it on the ey es and
down by the rna toids - ince the visual
cortex is in the

therapy you stimulate a eries of point, not

ju t o ne. You can do a modified form of

results,as an e xamp le, in back pain where wc

occipital lobe - you ' re giving

could not get a ati factory effect by working

a lot of stimulation to the vi ua! y tern. E pe

c i ally because th e earl y Russian devices were
most recent model. I've heard about some
good effect from the Brain Tune r. Some of
the device that are b eing promoted for CES,
according to my be t understanding at this

time, are rather strong. The FDA considers the

effect of CES in more of milliamper e range, as
if it is not that different from TE

S, but I

certainly wouldn't put that kind of current

through my head. I wouldn' t be comfortable at

all with that.

Electrode Placement

rather strong curren\. So you would ee
flashing light because the current would

stimu l ate the optic nerve. If you clo e your eye

and press on your e yelid , you would ee

fla hing light s because your op ti c nerv e only

organs that you don't need to
use .... Consider that an indicator

pa llem in the brain. But wby are we focusing

fi eld pattern and why would we
go up on the forehead, which is more direc tly
on the vi ual

able on the head and I have found the earlobes
the mo t effective for p roducing the desirable

MBR: What do you think of ear clip timula

BECK: I'm using only two electrode device.

tion, Dr. Beck?

They had used anything from two electrode

up to six. But,much later on when the technol
ogy became more sophisticated, they found
that LI 17 in the acupuncture system was far
more effective and rapid,so they stopped

putting the electrodes on all of the other sites.

Those points are beneath the mastoid proces
and behind the ear. That bas worked for almo t

-KIRSCH

around with cvcry electrode location imagin

results we've discus ed.

the back of the head, and two at the temple .

you have the current up too high."

related to the cortex? I mean, I've p l ayed

MBR: What is the best places for electrodes?

electrode pads over the closed eyelid, two at

actually following the current
going back and forth with sense

pick up light and so t hat is creating a sort of

Do yo u ever use four electrodes or only two?

At one time Soviet scientists were putting

"When you get dizzy, you're

on the body part, but j ust by putting the ear
electrode over tbe points corresponding to the

area of the p ine that has the pro blem, for ten
minute ,and I've seen people wbo could n ' t
move s u ddenly be ab le to get up. How ever,

BECK: It works. It's a little more di fficult. It's
slightly uncomfortable and it doesn't look very
pretty, but the beau ty of electrical stimulation
as opposed to c l assic al acupuncture i that it

doesn't req uire p rec i sion . Acupuncture needl e

thi is not the best way to do auricular the rapy.
You can't get to tbe organ with any CES
el ectrode that I've ever seen. You can only get
to the muscular/ keletal sy tern. I have seen
result with that.

have to be within about a third of a millimeter

MBR: One thing that I've noticed from orne

of the co rrect ite . They have to be put in at a

CES devices, including u ing the A lpha - Stirn

30° angle,and it takes an expert to do this.

But,

with electToacupuncture, or ESB (that's electro
stimulation to the brain) or CET, (which is

350, is that there will be a
edne

urge of lighthead
or dizzines for a period of time .

KIRSCH: When you get dizzy, y ou ' re act ua l ly
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following the current going back and forth

On the most basic level, al l atoms have an

MBR: With what devices would

with sen e organs that you don't need to u e. It

electrical bonding and al

mea ure that?

the cell

membrane. Each cell in the body fun tion like

MBR: In the milliampere range would there be

KIRS

every cell in the

body has a membrane potential acro

hould be below that level. Con ider that an
indicator you have the current up too high.

effect

0

uch a electroly is?

a little battery. In the imple t metaphorical ex
planation of el ectrotherapy, it eems that if we
can

H: Well, it depend on the polarization

charge up tho e batterie , they work better.

I ay that only partially in je t, because we take

of the wave form. If they are u ing a D

mea urement and we

current it would be harmful. Dr. Robert O.

capacitance in the tis ues that arc timulated. If

Becker found there i a DC current in the white

they are stimulated correctly and long enough,

matter, 1 believe, and that it control the

we can orrelate the higher po t-tr atment

nervou

reading with a uccessful re ult. It' certainly

ystem a we classically look at it in

traditional neurophysiology, and which is
e

ee

that there i a

been ob erved by numerou practitioner .

entially an electrochemical phenomenon.

KIRSCH: Take for example the Alpha-Stirn

2000 which is no longer on the market but i in
u e by many docto . If th y have a pain
related complaint they can ju t locate the
problem by finding a l ow area of conductivity
compared to the urrounding ti
i

ue. A ba eline

et for that area and by timulating the I

conductive ti

ue until it hold

a

charge (what

we call the "po t-treatment re pon eO.) we
con i tently ee good clinical result . I could
take 'omeone with a back pain that i

pread

out over a large area of their back and work on

brains have a econd, hidden dimen ion, ba ed not upon digital nerve

BOOK REVIEW

impulses but upon impler, analog transmission of DC current . This
hitherto undiscovered analog component of our nervou system is

Cross Currents: The Promise of Electromedicine, The

a

more primitive and ba ic control system than our digital system of
neuronal impulses, one that Becker believes appeared earlier in our

Perils of Electropollution by Robert O. Becker, M.D.

evolution.

Jeremy Tarcher, Inc., Los Angeles, 1990. 336pp. Hard

Becker goe on to outline a clear and insightful system for categoriz

back. $19.95

ing the new therapeutic possibilities of electromedicine: In what he

Twenty year ago, Dr. Robert O. Becker wa a lonely di

call "Minimal-Energy Techniques," no external energy i admini

enting

stered to the body

voice, in isting on re earching the body's subtle electrical control

energie are administered to the body, but in amount

modalities such as acupuncture and "probably" homeopathy). In

of contemporary bioelectromagnetic research.
overy of the body's

natural electrical and magnetic control systems, sounded the alarm

"High-Energy Transfer Techniques" energy is administered to the
body in amounts greater than those that occur naturally (examples
include TENS, electroacupuncture and magnet therapy). Becker

about electropollution a the invi ible environmental emergency of
tomorrow and helped to place bioelectromagnetism at the cutting edge
of the medicine of the future. He is almo t universally regarded a a
genius by electromedical re earchers ( ee the interviews in this is ue,
including the interview with Dr. Becker himself) and he ha been

Body Electric i

imilar to tho e

that the body itself uses in its energetic control systems (including

has been proved prophetic, and he is now widely hailed as the father

twice nominated for the Nobel prize. His book, The

i and visualization),

concrol y terns. In "Energy-Reinforcement Technique ," external

alarming interactions berween electromagnetism and biological
sy terns. He suffered for challenging the e tabli hed dogma, but he

Dr. Becker played a key and central role in the di

(as, for example, with hypno

and treatment methods attempt only to activate preexi ring energetic

ystems and calling for ystematic investigation of the sometime

a

cia sic work, generally regarded as "required reading" for anyone
interested in thi field.
Thus, the appearance of Cross Currents i a major publishing event,

Cross
Currents summarizes the discussions contained in The Body Electric
eagerly awaited by Becker's growing group of admirers.

and goe on to discuss electromedicine and electropollution in much
greater detail. It is readable, engaging, and intelligent, and it provides
a sane and balanced survey of the whole field of bioelectromagnetism.
Becker begins with a summary overview of the whole history of
medical science, criticizing the various dogmas that historically have
held power, each inhibiting the next pha e of research and understand
ing which has advanced real medical knowledge. His discu sion
culminates with the emergence of what Becker calls "energy medi
cine." He reviews important scientific experimentation that has l ed to
our still-fragmentary understanding of the body's electrical and
magnetic control systems. This discussion builds to Becker's
fascinating sugge tion that most living beings have a "dual nervous

sugge ts these three categories of the emerging "Energy Medicine"
may transform and revolutionize the practice of medicine in the
future.
Becker' book climaxes with a disturbing and thoughtful survey of
the myriad ources of "electropollution" to which all of us
exposed every day. He begins with a di cu

are

ion of our bodies'

mechanisms of biological attunement to the earth's natural geomag
netic environment. He goes on to di cuss the ' mechanism of action"
by which non-thermal electromagnetism may affect biological
(issues. You may find it a scary and transforming experience to
follow Becker's scientific, rational, yet impassioned call for minimiz
ing our exposure to man-made electromagne(ic fields, from micro
waves to power lines to home appliances. He points out that we are
all unwitting guinea pigs in a grand and dangerou large-scale
experiment in which large numbers of people

are

exposed to

extremely high level of a wide variety of man-made electrical and
magnetic fields. He goes on to suggest ways that we can minimize
our exposure to these unnatural influences.
The book is important, clear, thought-provoking, and directly
relevant to your life and health. It is also

an

opportunity to meet one

of the most important figures in contemporary science. Highly

rec 

ommended.

system." Becker pre ents the scientific evidence that uggests that our

- Terry Patten
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• HIGH VOLTAGE: THE BIOELECTRIC INTERVIEWS

CONTINUED

them for a few minute until T find an area that

that ca

ha a poor post-trcatment re pon e, meaning

to, for example, climb rock face and moun

Brain Tuner on

that it doesn't hold a charge; therc's no capaci

tain to achieve peak experience?

knowing h w people are, I wouldn't be too

tance after the tr atment. Once J get that

c,

given that ome people arc wiIJing

BE KER: There isn't an awful lot of ri k in

charged up I can ask the patient to reevaluate

meditational technique , which I'm told will

thcir pain and it will generally be less or be

get you to the ame state too.

gone. Whereas, prior to that, if I a ked the

I would tru t that no one i going to put the
a

young child; however,

urpri ed to find out that it ha happened. We
have a couple of 'tudie

that to me

frightening that indicate that exp

very

are

ure of the

newborn for a relatively hort period of time, a

patient to reevaluate their pain I would hear

There i another et of phenom na known a

week, two week , to a 60 cycle field doe n't

that it had not changed, even if I stimulated the

brain tumors - that' with an "M." And the

result in any overt alteration immediately or

area a lot, in hadn't found the right pot and 1

evidence get clearer with each report that th

for ome lime after the expo ure. The

hadn't gOllen that correct reading. Even if I

brain i one of the target organs for abnormal

animal look the arne, a t the arne, eat th

find the right sp t, I may have to stimulate

electromagnetic field and that a re ult of thi

arne amount, gain the am weight, don't

somewhere el e and go back and re-mea ure

i preci ely the development in the inciden e

have any cancer. But, if you wait until they

that initial spot to effect a po itive change.

of malignancies of the central nervou

reach what we would call, in human terms, late

Once I see that change, then I know - I don't

That'

even have to ask the patient: I know.

have to keep in mind.

BECKER: When Meg Panerson used
CES it was for a eriou medical condi
tion that was potentially life-threatening,
namely addiction to hard drug . On a
ri klbenefit ratio basis 1 have ab olutely
no problem with that. I'd ay "go ahead
and use it." But whcn you're aying,
"I'm going to put this on your head and
you'll do your.homework better," I part
company. There, my ri k/benefit ratio is
skewed heavily toward the risk. Bob
Beck is an engineer and he makes
interesting device . The BT-5 is only

adole cence or young adulthood, and then te t
them in their ability to learn, they are tati ti

MBR: One of the things that makers of

Are There Potential Dangers to
CES?

y tem.

an unpleasant fact that r think people

e

ES

cally ignificantly lower. So, the moral of that
story i ,don't fool around with the kid
becau e we really don't know what we
are dealing with here.

T ju t feel that enthu iasm is fine in

body functions like a
little battery. In the simplest metaph orical
explanation of electrotherapy, it seems
that if we can charge up those batteries,
"Each cell in the

re earch, and re earch carries with it
risks, and a long as your subjects are
aware of the ri k and have the choice
of doing it or not doing it, fine and
dandy. And a long a good olid data
are going to be compiled, I don't have

they work better. I say that only partially

any problem with doing this sort of

in jest, because we take measurements and
we see that there is a capacitance in the
tissues

. . .

study. I do have a problem though when
you begin to talk, like Bob Beck doe ,
of all the great benefits that you are

" -KIRSCH

going to derive from sticking his
electrodes on your head. I'm not ure

one of them. But hi fund of knowledge,

and I don't advise it.

when you get into the biological area, is
understandably not as complete a

devices claim is that their devices are u ing

someone who's worked in the biological field

field and frequencies that have been found to

for a lot of years. His knowledge of the rest of

be beneficial or not harmful. Are you aware
of
.
any evidence?

the information on pleasant ide cffects of
frequencies on the brain, long-term, is

BECKER: I don't have any evidence.

similarly fragmented. So if Beck is going to
use bis Tuner for the treatmcnt of drug

MBR: Does that evidence exist at all?

addiction, I don't have any objections. If he is

BECK: Robert O. Becker has uggested
that a certain type of electromagnetic energy
could accelerate the growth of cancer cell .
And thls got into the general culture.

ow I

have tremendous respect for Dr. Becker. I
consider him

o. 1 on the

obel Prize Ii t

forever- he's been nominated several time,
and J think he deserves it. But I'm in disagree

going to use it to make people smarter, I have

BECKER: I don't think it doe . I will agree

ment with him on thi because I don't believe

lots of objections.

that the frequencies that are involved are those

there is any clinical tudy to show that

MBR: You've mentioned your impression of
the people who had u ed Meg Patter on's so
called black box had undergone personality
change . One of the thlngs people have
expressed interest in when they

are

approach

ing CES devices i that there is some anecdotal
evidence that people do experience personality
changes, that they experience what they call
heightened states of consciousness or high
efficiency brain state , peak-performance
states. Many people are interested in u ing the
devices for that purpose explicitly. What
would you say about the cosl/benefits ratio in

that one normally encounters in the brain, so to

Becker's claim i an actuality. Altbough, I

a certain extent, this is a mitigating circum

certainly made sure that the BT-5 instruction

stance. It ays, well the probability of a bad

take

effect is probably not as great as it would be

prohibition, "Do not use with pregnant women,

with a 60 cycle or a 1000 cycle

do not use with epileptics, and do not use with

or

omething in

a

conservative position. They contain a

that nature. Something far removed from what

anyone who ha any ind'cation of brain

you can normally expect to find and (rom what

tumor ."

you find in the earth' geomagnetic environ
ment. On the other hand, what about the power
density? And therein I'm not so sure. I think
before you can say that these have been proven
to be beneficial and non-harmful, you should
have some data to back it up and I don't see

But there has been no evidence that electrical
timulation has caused brain cancer. I was
tremendously worried about thi back in 1983,
when I took apart a lot of the Soviet and
Danish and Oriental device , and back

that data.
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engineered them for the maximum production

field, far below even the level that concern

Dr. Becker i

of neurotransmitters. But my fears appear to be

Dr. Becker from what I understand.

dealing with non-biphasic DC. Even if you're

unfounded. So I don't know, I think that it'
theoretically po sible, but we haven't cen a lot
of evidence of that. I'd really like to ec orne
good tudies that addre

MBR: In hi book
expres e

ross Clirrellfs, Dr. Becker

orne fears about direct electrical

timulation, including the concern that it might

that problem.

produce electroly i

MBR: So, in your view, then, the reward that

in the cell .

current device. In the late ixtie the bright and

fear of long-term risks from certain kinds of

hining hope of the ane the iologi t wa elec

expo ure, although other kind of expo ure

troanae the ia. They u

clearly do have negative effect?

dealing with AC, there'

you're

no electrolysi . If it

electroplate a molecule in one direction, then,
onc-thou andth of a e ond later it electro
plate it in the oppo ite direction

0

there' . no

net movement, no migration, no electroly i .

BECK: Well, it mo. t certainly can in a direct

are very well documented outweigh vague

totally correct if

d about a 700 Hz

quare wave at 35 milliampere , directly

MBR: Dr. Ki

ch, what about effects uch a

eleetroly i ?
.
KlRSCH: Well, it depend on the p larization
of the wave form, with a DC current it would

The primary expo ure that cau'e

through the brain. And there wa a direct

kin cancer i' in the electromagnetic pectrum

current component there, which naturally

Stirn works by u ing a bipha ic DC curr nt that

in the hortwave ultraviolet.Now that clearly

cau ed electroly i of the 'odium pota

goe in one d irection and then goes in th

cau e . kin cancer - . unlight. There arc many

membrane and other ti

BE K: Ye

.

other things that can cause skin cancer. Butl

be harmful. But a I aid before the Alpha

ium

ue.

other,

A good metaphor is to imagine a troop of

don't believe that the electrical, which is

Since a lot of neurotransmitters are

"The medical model...says, in the absence

stirred up, God help me, this type of

of disease or injury, "We don't have a

a

number of disease

And to my knowl-

I have a few comments about Dr.

it.

remis ions of

.

devices would cause electroly i s.

down at the bottom of the basement - a

stimulation can cause spontaneou

ulling in a zero net polarity. Thi

edge very few currently available CES

long, long, long way from the ultraviolet
- can cau e

re

won't cause electroly i

trained ay, in the absence of disea e

But my feeling is that the quality of life

quality of life has a great deal of value. If

I remember when people wouldn't eat
tomatoes, they were considered poison

you can raise that a point or two on an

ous.1 think that time will show that, ye ,

imaginary scale, that's miraculous!"

i t' good to be cautious, but this position

KIRSCH

wa an over-precaution.

general cautions as well.The

or injury, "We don't have a problem."

problem." But my feeling is that the

condition .

Becker'

medical model in which Dr. Becker was

has a great deal of value. If you can
raise that a point or two on an imaginary scale, that' miraculous! That's the
rea on that thi whole "Megabra in
movement" has attracted so much
interest. Obviou ly people do_want to
improve the quality of their lives. That's

MBR: Which position?

what it all boil down to.

BECK: Becker's warning that all elec-

soldiers marching acro

trical fields can potentially cause cancer.

a bridge.The soldiers

that start out at one end of the bridge will get

We know that magneti c fields in the low

to the other side and go wherever they're

frequency end ... for example, 60 Hz power

going. That cau es electrolysis. But if you u e

line appear to correlate with leukemia

bi-phasic or alternating or elf-canceling direct

Dr. Becker i a basic science researcher,
and as I've mentioned, a brilliant one. But you
have to understand that when you hang around
a laboratory wearing a whi te coal, you're
looking to di

ecl problems down to their

discrete an wers.

clusters. 1 believe that's been established in

current, which means that the algebraic sum of

spite of the entrenched "scientific establish

the positive going wave i exactly the same as

My degree is in neurobiology and I have a very

ment" viewpoint which Dr. Becker has

the negative, it would be like the oldier just

similar ri klreward criticism of neuro urgery

challenged for decades.

marching halfway down the bridge, reversing,

on the brain. With every theory we have of

marching halfway down the bridge in the other

brain function, there are clinical exception .

But that's a magnetic vector. They've tried
putting the electrical vector in, and nothing
happens. When they put it in the magnetic

direction. Nobody would ever get to the other .

Yet in thi legal ystem we have cientific

side. So there could be no electrolysi .

theories which are nothing more than working

field, ye . Cranial electrostimulator , of course,

There is no electroly is except in many TE

put out an electrical

units where there is a direct current component

ignal. There i no

solenoid coi l there like in a Mood Pacer that

S

in the output. Of course there i no direct

hypothe es on the basis of which we perform
major invasive procedures like urgery on the
brain. To me, that' pretty amazing.

could cause a magnetic field - although there

current output in the BT-S. But if you used a

On the other hand, when you are talking about

would be an extremely weak magnetic

TENS unit which is designed to cau e

passing a few electrons that have a zero net

component to the microamperage current

electrolysis, say in the lumbar area, and

polarity through the brain, f think you are

goi ng into the skin, with about one-thousandth

applied it above the neck, you could very

talking about a very minor possibility of

of that reaching the brain cells because of the

definitely cause damage. In a properly

change. Additionally, cranial electro timula

conductivity and resistivity of the brain tis ue

designed CES, they're all bi-pha ic. I haven't

tion has been around for a long time. In crude

but that's an extremely weak magnetic

seen one yet that had any DC in i t. So you're

form, it'

-

talking about two entirely different things.

been around since the tum of the
continued on page 36
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• COGNITION ENHANCEMENT DRUGS
can't po

ibly have any phannacologicaJ

CONTINUED

also seem to enhance protein ynthesi in the

Piracetam ha been proven to b o t learning

effects and mu t be physiologically inert). It i

and memory in nonnal subject a well a

o remarkable in it effect and afety that it

tho e who uffer cognitive deficit ,and i al

di covery by UCB Laboratorie in Belgium

brain (it'
0

a cognitive enhancer under condition of

ent virtually every other major phannaceutical

hypoxia,or too little oxygen (recent expedi

company scrambling to develop it own

tion to climb Mt. Evere t have included

cerebral stimulant. This" mart pill race" has

piracetam a an "es ential" medication to treat

resulted in the creation of a new drug category

fro tbite and memory lap es cau ed by

called the Ilootropics, from the Greek word

altitude). A variety of clinical tudies with
human subjects, including tudie' of young
healthy volunteer ,healthy middle-aged

Piracetam has proven to be a

ubject with ome memory decline, elderly
ubject ,elderly ubjects with enility, and

powerful intelligence booster and

alcoholic , have proven that piracetam

cerebral stimulant.

enhance cortical vigilance, improves
integration of infonnation proce

ing,

improves attention pan and con entration, and
can produce dramatic improvements in both
noos

direct and delayed recall of verbal learning.

(mind) and tropein (tum),meaning

"acting on the mind".

been proven that protein ynilie i

an es ential lep in laying down long-lcnn
memories).
SUPER ONNECTlNG THE BRAIN. Perhap
lhe mo t intriguing a peet of piracetam i that
it ha been proven to increa e the flow of
infonnation between the right and left
hemi phere of the brain. A a re uil of
experiment with human ubject one
re earcher concluded that piracelam cau e the
hemi 'phere

to

become "supercolllle red."

Since there' increasing evidence that high
level brain state. - brilliance,in ight,
creativity, flow, peak perfonnance, being "in
the zone" - are a product of the integrated
and ynergi tic functioning of both hemi
spheres imullaneously, we might u pect that

It's effective in the treatment of dy lexia,
stroke,alcoholism,vertigo,senile dementia,

Some of the nootropic drugs being te ted now

ickJe-cell anemia,and many other condition ,

on humans include vinpocetine (being

Expeditions to Mt. Everest include
piracetam as an "essential"

developed by Ayerst Laboratorie ), which

enhances the brain's re i tance to variou

speeds up learning,improve memory and

injuries and boost it ability to recover from

medication to treat frostbite and

recall and seems to block the action of

injuries,protects the brain again t chemical

memory lapses caused by altitude.

sub lance that disrupt memory; alliracetam

such as barbiturate and cyanide ,and i

(Hoffman-La Roche), which appears to be

widely used throughout Europe and Latin

about ten times more potent in improving and

America (where it is sold over the counter).

protecting memory than piracetam, prami
racetam (Wamer-Lambert/parke Davis), which

seems to improve learning and memory by en
hancing the firing of neurons in the hippocam
pus (a key to the fonnation of long-tenn
memories), and oxiracetam (Ciba-Geigy),
apparently two to three times as powerful as
piracetam (intriguingly, research hows that
when oxiracetam is given to pregnant rats their

The subjective effect de cribed by a lot of
people is that it "wakes up your brain". In fact,

piracetam enhances not only imple learning
and memory but creative or ynthe i thinking.

it selectively stimulates the anterior or frontal

Piracetam's capacity to uperconnect the

part of the forebrain - that part of the brain

hemispheres becomes even more intriguing in

that has evolved mo t recently, rapidly and

light of the evidence indicating that many of

remarkably in the course of our evolution from

the mo t widely u ed mind machines and

ape to human, and which is the seat of our

techniques for brain enhancement ( uch a

"higher function .

binaural beat frequencies and the ound and

"

light machines) function in part by facilitating

offspring proved more intelligent than control

integrated hemispheric functioning. Thi rai e

groups - imilar findings have been reported

the po

for the off pring of pregnant rats kept in

ibility that ince both the machines and

When oxiracetam is given to

piracelam seem to facilitate interhemi pheric

"Research Update" elsewhere in this issue).

pregnant rats their offspring

communication, lhere might be a potentiating

All of these substances seem remarkably

proved more intelligent than

"enriched environments," as described in the

nontoxic and free of side effects.

control groups

.

approved by the FDA for sale in the US, but,

PRECAUTIO S: Piracetam may increase the

keenly aware of the multi-billion dollar
potential of nootropics, the drug companie are
pouring big bucks into research that will
satisfy FDA requirements by proving how they
proving their effectiveness in treating medical
problems such as Alzheimer's di ease and
senility. In this article we will focus on the
most extensively tested and widely available
nootropic compound, piracetam.

are used in combination with piracetam,
re ulting in a quantum leap in brain-enhance
ment effects.

As yet, there i no nootropic drug that i

work (still not well understood),and by

or synergistic effect when such mind machine

effects of certain drug , uch a amphetamines
Piracetam works in a number of ways to

and p ychotTopics. Adverse effect are rare but

increase energy within the brain. First, it steps

include insomnia, psychomotor agitation,

up the production of adeno ine triphosphate

nausea, headaches and gastrointestinal distre

(ATP), the energy storage and energy
generating molecules within our cells. It also
boosts cerebral metabolism by improving
cerebral microcirculation (blood flow),
increasing the brain's use of glucose, and
increasing the brain's oxygen utilization. It

DOSAGE: Piracetam j

800mg tablet

.

upplied in 400mg or

The u ual do e i 2400-4800

mg per day in three d i v ided do e . Some
literature recommends that the first two days a
higb "attack" dose should be taken. We have
noticed that when some people first take
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piracetam they do not notice any effect until

from kin). That is, it actually seem to reverse

memory los and a decline in thinking ability.

they take

the aging process and have a rejuvenating

Since choline pa

notice that a lower dosage is ufficient. The

effect on brain cell . 1t al

barrier into the brain and i Iran formed into

drug take effect in 30 to 60 minute .

Upofu cin accumulation in young brain cell

acetylchOline, con uming choUne directly

and rejuvenates the synaptic tructure - the

increa e' level of acetylcholine in the brain,

area where the actual tran fer of information

and ha been proven to prevent memory 10

takes place between nerve cell . Thi sugge t

a

that the clinical r juvenation effect of centro

young,healthy adult .

a

high do·e. Thereafter, they may

OUR ES: Piracetam is not old in the US. It
can be purcha ed over the counter in Mexico
or by mail order from the addre s below.

actual regenerati n of part of the neuron.

Sub tances
becau e of their lack of toxi ity, but they are

trengthening neuron in the brain' memory

animal and human ubject show that it

of dendrite of Iho e neuron .

,learning

Choline can be found in everal form
including choline bitartrate, choline chloride,

PRECAUTIONS: Centrophenoxine hould not

human intelligence (including xanthinol

be used by person who are easily excitable,

nicotinate,idebenone, ginkgo biloba, acetyl-I

people with severe arterial hypertension, or

carnitine, DMAE, pyroglutamate, RNA

those subject to convulsion or involuntary

[ribonucleic acid), i oprinosine, phenylalanine,
amphetamines, pemoline, ritalin, vitamin B-12,

musculoskeletal movements. The drug al 0
hould not be u ed by nur ing mothers.

ACTH 4-10, L-prolyl L-Ieucyl glycine amide,

Adverse effects are rare but include hyperex

caffeine, niacin, vitamin C, ginseng,GH3

citability,insomnia,tremors, motion sickne

[Gerovital],

paradoxical drowsine

R-58-735, ISF-2522,

and THA). We will describe several we find

or pho phatidyl choline. Pho phalidyl choline

(PC) is the active ingredient of lecithin.

All of

Choline strengthens neurons in the
brain's memory centers and lows
,

and depression. In

therapeutic doses it has proven to be nontoxic.

most interesting.

evidence that choline can

center and -lowing down the age-relat d los

been demonstrated to improve animal and/or

PRL-8-53,

0

improve mental functioning by actually

and memory a well.

over 30 chemical that have

through the blood-brain

anti-aging propertie ,but tudie of both
produce improvement in alertne

not the only sub tances that increa e intelli

es

ociated with aging and improve memory in

There i al

It is u ed widcly thr ughout Europe for it

Noolropic are exciting and fa cinating, partly

are

reduce the rate of

phenoxine in human may be produced by the

Other Cognition-Enhancing

gence. There

0

down the age-related loss of those
neurons.

The dosage in clinical trials ranges from about

3000 to 8000 mg. per day based on body
weight, but many elf-experimenters take 1000
to 3000 mg per day. Centrophenoxine take

One researcher concludes that

effect very quickly, producing an increase in

piracetam causes the hemispheres

alertness and a light stimulating quality.

to

become "superconnected."

SOURCES: Centrophenoxine i not old in the
US. It can be purcha ed over the counter in
Mexico or by mai I order from the addre s
below.

Centrophenoxine (Lucidril)
its trade name Lucidril, is an intelligence
booster and al

0

an effective anti-aging

therapy. It has been shown to produce a 30%
increase in the life span of laboratory animals.

products of cellular metabolism, or "cellular
garbage." It accumulate with age not only on
the skin but also in the muscle and nerve cells.
The buildup of lipofuscin in brain cells i
accompanied by a decline in mental function
ing, and can ultimately lead to the death of the
affected neurons. Centrophenoxine removes
lipofuscin deposits from brain cells (as well as

lecithin may need to take more than three
grams becau e only part of the lecithin is
tion on the quantity of choline per tablespoon.

when J am asleep. Not Dilly does my memory

All forms of choline hould be taken with one

improve, but J have an easier time day

gram per day of pantothenic acid (vitamin B-

011

and the Latinfu sc in (dusky), and it is the result

6 hours insure that blood levels of choline will

choline. Oft€;n the label will provide informa

dreaming when! want to, and concentrating

of the progressive buildup of toxic waste by

in three or four divided doses (doses every 4 to

"When! take a choline compound,! am more

Perhaps the most obvious sign of aging is the

known as lipofuscin, from the Greek /ipo (fat)

choline to improve memory in young, healthy
adults used at least 3 grams of choline per day

awake when I am awake, more sound asleep

appearance of brown "age spots" or "liver
spots" on the skin. Thi pigmented material is

DOSAGE: The studies that u ed dietary

remain in the effective range). Those taking

Choline/Lecithin

Centrophenoxine, more commonly known by

these form of choline will produce memory
boosting effect .

real world tasks when I want to."

5), which is essential for the conversion of
choline into acetylcholine.

As these word suggest,choline eems to

SOURCES: Choline and lecithin are consid

optimize mental functioning in a global way.

ered nutritional supplements and can be found

An explanation is that choline is the nutrient

at health food or drug store . Commercial

that is used by the brain to manufacture

lecithin usually contains other oil and

acetylcholine, which is a principal component

phosphatides besides phosphatidyl choline.

of brain cells and the major neurochemical

Look at the label before you buy and make

messenger responsible for the proce sing,

sure the product contains more than 30%

storage, and retrieval of information. Ace

phosphatidyl choline. Also, you should taste

tylcholine must be in abundant supply

your lecithin and make ure it does not taste

throughout the brain, and when acetylcholine

bitter (thi indicates rancidity).

levels drop

(as happens as a result of poor

nutrition, alcoholism and aging) the result is

PRECAUTIONS: Any compound that acts as a
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mi e to the high level found in young mice.

precur or to acetylcholine such a choline, PC,

Dehydroepiandro terone (DHEA), a teroid

or DMAE 'hould not be u ed by manic

hormone produced in the adrenal gland and

Perhap it play. a imilar role in human brain

related to the male hormone te to terone, i the

function.

depre
phase.

ive , ince it can deepen the dcpre

ive

holine bitartrate and choline chloride

mo t abundant steroid in the human blood-

can ometimes cau e a fishy odor or diarrhea.
Lecithin and P ,however,

are

trearn. It eem to trigger the relea e of

metabolized

growth hormone and i a powerful boo ter of

differently and do not produce the 'e effect .

immune function. Re 'earch has found it to
have ignifieam anti-obe ity,anti-tumor,anti

Choline and Piracetam

aging, and anti-cancer (particularly anti-brea t

Re earcher have discovered that the combina
tion of choline and piracetam ha a ynergi tic

cancer) effects. DHEA pr duct ion naturaIly
drop by as much a 95 percent a people age
(the average drop i from about 30 mg per day

effect that produces a greater improvement in

at age 20 to Ie

memory and learning than the sum of each
when taken alone. In one study of learning,
animals receiving both substances scored four
times higher than the control groups and tho e
taking choline alone, and three time higher

s

than 6 mg per day at age

80).

DO AGE: Do age of DHEA range from 50
mg to 2000 mg per day. There i no olid
information indicating optimal do age for
human but, tho e eriou about elf-experi
mentation can have their DHEA level te ted
every few month (for about

old human.

According to Dr. William Regelson of the

bodies with the use of DHEA. Linle is known

Medical College of Virginia, DHEA i "one of

about this effect, so caution hould be

the be t bio-chemical biomarkers for chronol

exercised by women con idering u ing DHEA.

ogic age," and there'

Since it'

good rea on to think that

a teroid with teste terone-like

effect ,it probably has the arne ri k a
te testerone.

Clinical studies of human given pi-

SOURCES: DHEA i now being u cd

nation have shown similar extraordinary

by many people with AIDS becau e of

ers,Dr. Raymond Bartu of Lederle

The Lower the levels of DHEA, the higher

Laboratories, suggests that in many

the probability of death, from any cause.

its immune enhancement and antiviral
effect . AIDS buyers group

ell DHEA

to their members. Among the buyer
group selling DHEA are: Alliance 7,

is too low for optimal conversion of

619-281-5360, in San Diego, and

choline to acetylcholine; adding

Healing Alternative

piracetam, which is known to boost

Foundation, 415-

626-2316, in San Franci co.

brain metabolism,could thus produce

taking a DHEA supplement may extend your

dramatic increases in acetylcholine levels in

life and make you more youthful while you're

the brain.
Individual taking piracetam may want to
upplement it with choline in any case as a
safeguard, since there is orne evidence that
piracetam causes acetylcholine to be used up
more quickly, and could deplete level of
choline inside the brain ceIl . We know of one
person who claims she feels lightly agitated
and depre

me women .have reported a

slight incrca e in the hair on their face or

racetam and choline alone and in combi

cases (such as aging) brain metabolism

an

optimal level- what is normal for a 20 year

than those taking piracetam alone.

synergistic effects. One of the re earch

65), each time

rai ing the dosage of DHEA until reaching

This extraordinary prescription drug,al

up to 50 percent. In a 12 year study of

known by it generic names,phenytoin and

hundreds of aging humans, researchers found

diphenylhydantoin (DPH), was discovered in

1938 and has long been used for the treatment

with mortality: The lower the level , the higher

of epilepsy. But it'

the probability of death, from any cau e.

than just a imple anticonvul ant. There are

Additionally, DHEA may be an important
role in protecting brain cells from age-related

than a week without a choline supplement.

degenerative conditions like Alzheimer'

This feeling is alleviated for her with a ingle

disease. Not only doe neuronal degeneration

dose of choline.

0

that DHEA levels were inversely correlated

player in cognitive enhancement. It plays a key

ed if she takes piracetam for more

Dilantin

alive. In animal studies,it's extended life pans

occur most frequently when DHEA levels are

clear that it i much more

literally thou ands of cientific tudie docu
menting its effectivene

in treating a multi

tude of medical problem ,including,
Parkinson's disease,angina, headache, high
blood pressure, hypoglycemia, asthma,
diabetes, ulcers, alcohol and drug withdrawal,
pain, cardiac arrhythmias and much more.

DHEA

lowest, but brain tissue contain more DHEA
than is found in the bloodstream. In a recent

"I started taking DHEA in order to build up

More intere tingly for our purposes, Dilantin

experiment with brain cell tis ue cultures, Dr.

has proven to be extremely effective in treating

my muscle mass and to decrease my weight. I

Eugene Roberts ha di covered that even very

found that within two months I was able to lift

nervous di order involving emotions and

low concentration of DHEA will "increase the

70 pound weights during weight training

behavior: depre

number of neurons, their ability to e tablish

twice the amount I'd been able to lift previ

eating,violent behavior, chronic anger,irrita

contacts, and their differentiation." He

bility, fear,impulsiveness,hostility,in omnia,

ously. I lost the extra ten pounds I'd been

concludes that DHEA plays "a significant role

working to take offfor the past year. I like the

impatience, agitation,worry,anxiety,pe

in normal function of neuronal cells" and that

mism.

increased feeling of strength and energy when

supplementation with it "may prevent neuronal

weight lifting. As a woman, I had found it was

10 s and/or damage." DHEA also enhanced

difficult to do much more than just light musele

long-term memory in mice, and raised the

toning, so I was pleased by such obvious

learning and memory of middle-aged and old

results."

ion, moodine

,compulsive

i

And,even more interesting,the drug ha
proven to have remarkable cognition
enhancing effects. It can dramatically improve
concentration abilities, boost long-term
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memory and comprehension, a n d prod uce
harp increases in

IQ core .

What' more, DPH i ncrea e th e re ge n era tio n
of tis ue and speed up the healin g of wo u nd
by pro moting the growth of collag en (the mo t
abundant p rotein in the body, which act a connective ti

ue to hold our bodie together),

thinking of Robert O. Becker ( interviewed

jog them loose infO the conscious mind.

range of ben e fi cial effect

ill my early 20 alld had imilar memories

f DPH are p e rhap

going back to my childhood years. A L/llique

opporlllniry had been presented to us to sit

bioelectrical sy te rn - the "b dy electric. "

down alld really share in the joys that our life

PRE AUTION : Epile ptic have been takin g
DPH for n e arly 50 y ear with few pro blem .
Side effect , which are fairly infrequent, can

prolon ge d their mean tife- pan by 25 perc ent) .

include nausea, headache, d izz in e

The ecre t of DPH'

body's ab orp
tion of V itamin 0 and folic acid .

tabilizing and optim i zin g e l ectri cal activ i ty

tremor, and

a

S,

DOSAGE: Epileptic ge n erally take between
200 and 600 mg per day, bu t tho e u in g DPH

ways it does this i to re gulat e the activi t y of

for cognition-enhancement or Iire-exten ion

ium and calcium ions, which

produce bioelectric activity; to regulate the

The secret

of DPH' s

wide range of

beneficiaL effects seems to be that it
stabilizes and optimizes eLectricaL
activity throug hout the whoLe body

had brought

LIS.

What a gift!"

A wealth of re e arch goin g back over 20 year

in omnia,

red uction in the

throughout the body an d brain. Amon g the
the sodium, pota

was

optimiz e th e ru nctionin g of thi whole body

l i fe-spa n (in one tudy of lab ratory mice DPH

wid e range of beneficial

I

a product of it capac ity to normalize or

and has even shown evide nce of e x tending

effects seem to be that it function by

years, iljust took some chemical prodding to

elsewhere in th is issue). The extraordinary

purposes u e from 100 to 300 mg a day, taken
in two or three divided do e .

Hydergine may be "the ultimate
smart pill."

suggests that H yd ergine may be what psy 
chologist- p harm acist Ross Pelton calls "the

SOURCES: DPH is available in the USA wit h

ultimate smart pill." The ubstance, who e

a

doc tor ' s prc cri ption, and approved by the
may
not be familiar with the u e we di cu . It can

ge neric name i ergoloid mesylates, is made

FDA a an anticonvul ant - your doctor

from a natural, organic source: the ergot

al

0

be purcha ed by mail order from over eas.

fun gu of rye p lants (it was d iscovere d at
Sandoz laboratorie by the vision ary chemist
Dr. Albert H ofmann, also known for his

Hydergine

discovery of another ergot derivative, LSD 25).

bioelectrical system-the "body

'" jirst tried Hydergine six years ago during a

electric."

visit to see my Dad at Christmas. He and I
started taking 9 mg per day. The results were

It increase mental abilities, prevents damage
to brain cell , and may even be able to rever e
e x isting damage to brain ceL Is.

apparent to us both within two days. He was in

Hyd ergin e acLS in everal way to enhance

his 40s, and began to remember events from

mental c apabilit ies and to low down or

neurotransmitters that mediate bioelectric

when he was in his 20s as clearly as if they'd

reverse the ag in g proce

activity; and to in fl uence the hormone (such

happened yesterday. What was illleresting was

of the huge number of benefIcial effect

e in the brain. A few

a vasopressin, in ulin and cortisol) that

that the events were nothing outstanding

scienti ts have attributed to H ydergine include :

function in response to bioe lectri cal impuls es .

just ordinary limes. III other words, the

increased prote in synthesis in the brain;

Epileptic seizures are a product of electri cal

evelyday events had been stored away all these

reduced accumulation of lipofuscin in the

d i rupt ion - a s udden "kindling" or fIring of
mas es of neurons which spreads through the
brain - which DPH coun teracts by normaliz

Disclaimer/Warning

ing the brain's electrical activi ty . But what this

i mplies is that all the other disorders men
tioned above, in c lu din g mood and behavioral
problem such as c o mpuls i ve ea ting, moodi
ne s, anxiety and

0

on

-

are omehow linked

to bioelectrical activity.
The idea that virtu ally all our capacitie and
functions from healing to cogn ition

are

This article is not intend ed t o provide medical advice. It is intended to be ed ucati onal and

in form ational on ly. Please consult with a he alth profe

ional for medical ad vice .

The authors and MEGABRAIN REPORT are not recommend ing that an yone u e any of the
substances described, but rather are pre enling and seek ing information. We emphasize that
adequate studies of both long and short term effects of some of these substance have not
been performed , that some of them can have adverse side effects, and that all humans have
different biochemical natures and sensitivities, so that safe dosa ges of some of these sub

human body, functioning independently of the

stances may vary enormously from individual to in divi du al. Also, some of the e ub tance
may be dangerous for individu als not in soun d mental and physical health . As a re su lt , we
strongly recommend that an yone intere ted in experimenting with these substances do so
with caution and under the supe rv is i on of a medical professional. We strongly recommend
that children and pregnant or lactatin g women hould not experiment with these substances

more obvious and well- unde rstood digital,

under any circumstances.

dependent on the act i vity of a bioelectrical
control system - a still litt le -un der tood
semiconduct i ng DC analog communication
system that,links and regulate every cell in the

nerve-impulse o pe rated "central" nervous
system - is one th at is being advanced by

increasing numbers of scientists, in large part

MEGABRAIN REPORT doe s not have any financial interest in any of the drugs or nutrients
or supplie rs of such substances mentioned in this article.

as a result of the groundbreaking research an d
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brain; increa ed quantitie of blood and oxygen

individual who have chronic or acute

It c a n be purcha ed by mail order from the

delivered to the brain; improvement of

p ycho i .

add res below.

memory,learn ing and intelligence; beneficial

DOSAGE: The US recommended do age i 3

improvements in brainwave activity; increa ed

mg per day, however, the E uropean recom

metabolism in brain cell ; normalization of

mended do age i 9 mg per day taken in three

blood pre sure; and increased production of
uch neurotransmitters as dopamine and norep
inephrine (neurochemical messengers e sential
to the formation of memory, and al

0

a

oci

divided do es. Most of the re earch has been
done at lev e l of 9 to 12 mg per day or higher,
and there is some evidence that 3 mg per day i



0

in

"rhe mo t immediate reslllt./ get from

Il

ing

vasopressi n is increased clarity alld alertne
I can be logical withollt the

II sual

pe edi n e s

associated with caffeine lise. After five minutes
I've noticed that /' m busily accomplishing

ated with arou ai, alertness, elation and
plea ure). Hydergine al

Va opre

tasks tllat /' d been pUlling offfor a week. The

function a a

power ful antioxidant and thu prote IS the

"The longer I use vasopres in, the

brain against the damage caused by tho e
infamous rascally free radicals (unstable and

more I can rely on my mind to be a

extremely reactive molecu les produc ed by

portable note pad."

normal metabolism,which cause damage

week or even months be fore Hyde rgine

substance called n e rve growth factor (NGF).

produces noticeable effect. Hydergine (though

NGF i an essential component of protein

not its generic counterp art ) is available in a

ynthesi in the brain,which we have noted i

ubHnguaJ form, and there's evidence that

a key to the formation of long term memory.

sublingual do e re ach the brain in greater

NGF promotes the growth of dendrites - the

q uantity.

"I have smoked pot on a more or less (usually

more) daily basis /or 20 years. Whelll read
source for buying some. Now I notice I that

when I use vasopressin wilh marijuana I still

get stoned, but / have litlle or none of the
'dummying down' effect of the pot. And what a

surprise to find that vasopressin intensifies

SO U RC ES : Hydergi ne is available in the USA

with a doctor's pr escripti on ,and approved by

Scientists studying the effect of learn in g on

my mind to be a

that vasopressin is inhibited by pot , I fOl/nd a

functioning is by mimicking the effect of a

receive in format ion fro m other neur ons.

011

por/able note pad."

enhancement effects. It may take several

long branching fibers by which neuron

recall impro ving over the past two weeks of
/Ising vasopressin. It seems that the lo nger I

imply insufficient for significant cognit ion

One way that Hydergine may enhance brain

feelings. Overall, I feel my short-term memory

use ii, the more I can rely

associated with aging, cancer and cardiovascu
lar disea e).

duratiOIl is about two hours for the energetic

orgasms'"
Vasopres in, called "the memory hormone," is

the FDA for the treatment of senile de m entia

the brain have found it is direc tly related to

and insufficient blood circulation to the brain

dendritic growth. Hyd ergine seems to work by

- your doctor may not be familiar with the

the same neurochemical p athway as NGF to

uses di cussed. It can also be purcha ed over

p roduce neural growth.

the counter in Mexico or by mail order from

While Hydergine is w idel y used for the

overseas. (see below) [n many cases these mail

treatment of senility. scientists have also

order companies sell the gener i c form,

studied its effects, both short term and long

Ergoloid Mesylates. The FDA has rated the

term,in normal healthy humans; the e tudie

gen eric a biologically equiv alent to the

Sandoz product. More te ting need to be done

noted significant improvements in a variety of

on this quest ion.

"What a surprise to find that
vasopressin intensifies orgasms!"

a natural brain peptide, stimulated by ace

tylcholine and released in the pitu ita ry. It
actually helps create , imprint , and tore
memorie ,and i e

ential to remembering.

Sulbutiamine

Apparently va opre

mg per day may be insufficient/or

Sulbutiamine, also known as Arcalion, is a

mation from the stream of consciousness ,

significant cognition-enhancement

new compound that has been de s cr ibed as

The US recommended dosage 0/3

shown to facilitate wakefulness, improve long

or concepts into l ong-term memory by
tr an sform ing electrical impul es int o complex

fatigue, decrease anxiety, and increase overall

pro t eins that contain memories and are stor ed
away in the brain. The act of rem emberi ng the

resistance to stress.

cognitive functions, in cl uding alertnes ,

DOSAGE: Tho e who u e thi

cognitive processing ability.

combat fatigue general ly take two 200 mg

PRECAUTIONS: If too large a do e i u ed
when first taking Hyder gine , it may cau e

slight nausea, gastric disturbance, or headache.
Overall, Hydergine doe not produce any
serious side effects, it is non-toxic even at very

structures,and then "imprinting" these images

term memory, decrease reaction time,reduce

memory, reaction time, ab tract rea oning and

large doses and it is contraindicated only for

integrating these chunks into coherent

being like Hyde rgine , only bet ter. It has been

effects.

in i involved in picking

out and chunking together related bit of infor

subs tance to

stored inform ation is also mediated by
vasopre sin.

tablet per day, with breakfast or an A.M.

Over 20 years ago scientists discovered that

meal, for a period or20 days. They warn users

vasopressin had extraordinary effects on the

not to exceed three tablets per day,a this very

memory of laboratory animals - prev entin g

powerful ubstance may cau e evere head

chemica l ly and electrically induced amne ia,



aches .

SOURCES: Sulbutiamine is not sold in the US.

actua lly rever ing am nesia , and dram at ically

boosting the memory and in telligence of
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PRECAUTIONS: Va opres in can occasion

machine cognitive-drug interaction. It make

re earch into the cognition-enhancement effect

ally produce the following side effects; runny

sen e that if these ub tance heighten our

of va opressin on humans. Among the key

no e,na al conge tion,irritation of the na al

en e by turning up the volume control knob

finding' are that small dose of the honnone

pa sage ,headache,abdominal cramp , and

in our brain (making u more alert, heighten

can have striking ucce s in quickly rever ing

increa cd bowel movemen . Angina pectori

ing our perception ), then our perception of

ufferer

traumatic amne ia (amne ia cau ed by injurie

hould not u e va opre

in, ince it

can trigger angina pain . Va opre sin ha not

uch a car crashes), can reverse age-related

the en ory timuli and ensual experience
provided by the mind machine will be made

memory los and actually re tore 10 t memo

been proven to be afe for u e during preg

even more inten e (and therefore more

rie , and can produce sharp improvement in

nancy.

memorable) by the drugs.

learning and memory u ing mea ure

uch as

But Thomas mention another level of

ab tract and verbal memory,organizational
capacitie ,r call, attention,concentration,

"1 found myself on an incredible

focu ,short-tenn memory, optical memory,

potential interaction that could be even more
ignificant: dramatically enhanced creativity

cosmic amusement ride,f/ying in

and problem- olving capacitie . A we've

perfonnance in such area a reaction p ed,

va t circles around the solar

noted, there' evidence that orne of the

vi ual di crimination,and coordination.

system."

and long-tenn memory. It al 0 boo t

cognition-enhanement ub tance influence
brain activity in way that are similar or

Vasopressin pours out during moments of

parallel to the mind-machines, or selectively

trauma or extreme arou aI, which may explain

stimulate specific area of the brain that are

why tho e times seem to be

0

deeply

DOSAGE: Va opressin usually comes in

a

also stimulated by brain machine . Piracetam,

imprinted in our brain ,and are remembered

na al pray bottle. Most studies showing

for example,produce what has been called

with uch clarity. Va opre sin is al 0 relea ed

memory improvement have been done with a

"superconnectivity," fa ilitating the flow of

by cocaine, LSD,amphetamine, Ritalin,and

dose of 12 to 16 USP per day,which i one

infonnation between hemispheres, and there's

Pemoline (Cylert). Tho e who make frequent

whiff in each no tril three to four time per

increasing evidence uch hemispheric

day. Vasopressin produces a noticeable effect

integration can facilitate creativity,problem

within econds.

solving, and original thinking. Some of the

use of these drug deplete their brain' va
pressin supply. The re ult i depre

0-

ion, and a

decline in cognitive function. The frequent

SOURCES: Vasopre sin (known as Diapid and

user' response to this depression is to take
more of the drug, thus trying to wring more

that your doctor may not be familiar with the

ultimately the well runs dry. Vasopressin,

uses we have discu sed (it i approved by the

however, is not a drug but the actual brain

FDA for treatment of diabete in ipidus). It can

honnone that has been depleted, so it can
produce dramatic and virtually instantaneous
improvement in mood and mental function
ing.
Unlike timulants,alcohol and marijuana do

also be purchased over the counter in Mexico

piracetam and brain tools facilitate
even greater hemispheric connecti

Food Interactions

va opressin, which could account for the los
of memory many have noticed when drunk or
stoned, or when trying to remember events that
in

recent holistic health expo. After an hour,l sat

that the combination of piracetam and uch

do wn at a booth and dOli ned the MC2 glasses

there in ollter space, oblivious to the crowd. ,

concentration.

found myself on an incredible cosmic amuse

Anecdotal evidence suggests that vasopressin

ment ride,f/ying in vast circles around the

can produce a state of euphoria accompanied

solar system. , imagined the sounds and

by self-confidence,energy, assertiveness, and a

dolphins and alien super-intelligences. I had to

sensation of extreme mental Clarity. Many

hold back to keep /1'011'1 scream ing with delight.

believe it i ideal for ituations in which lots of

Ideas for inventions and solutions to problems

new infonnation need to be proce

poured into my brain effortlessly. After 20

ed and re

learning a language, ploughing through

I leaped lip,
reJreshed . I'd been exhausted but now I had

diffIcult or complex works. Some use it for

bOllndless energy. A previously boring expo

more mundane purposes, such as when they

became a magica l discovery experience."

membered - such as studying for an exam,

have to drive late at night and want to remain

sound and light machines, and the binaural or
"Hemi Sync" ignal generator. Is it po

Within minutes, I was in theta state and 0111

and enhance alertness,reaction speed and

vity and greater creativity?

'" took Jour 800 mg tablets oj piracetam at a

and headset and put on a tape of space soullds.

can reduce the hannful effects of these drugs

Could the combination of

or by mail order from overseas ( ee below).

Potential Mind-Machine Brain

not deplete but actually suppress the relea e of

alert.

pheric connectivity,for example orne of the

with a doctor' prescription, but keep in mind

vasopressin out of their depleted brain:

occurred while they were high. Va opre

brain machines also eem to enhance herni-

produced by Sandoz) is available in the USA

minutes the program ended and

Writer/networker Wes Thomas has provided us
with a good de cription of one type of brain-

ible

brain tools could be potentiating, and facilitate
even greater hemispheric connectivity and
greater creativity?
Va opre sin's intriguing ability to eliminate
po t-traumatic amnesia becomes even more
intriguing when we consider recent research
using cranial electrostimulation (CES) devices
to treat po t-traumatic amnesia (such as the
work of Dr. Allan Childs, mentioned in the
"Research Update" elsewhere in this i

ue).

The success of vasopressin (also Hydergine) in
reversing memory loss as ociated with aging is
al

0

interesting in light of evidence that CES

device can have similar effects. Is it possible
that CES i interacting with vasopre

in or

with those part of the brain - the hypothala-
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mu ,pituitary,hippocampu - that
affected by vasopre

are

al 0

CONTINUED

some of the ub tance have been approved by

in or Hydergine? Could

the FDA for limited medical application . Thi

vasopressin or Hydergine enhance the effect

does not mean that it i not quite proper

of CES and vice ver a,po

the e ub tance. for "unapproved" purpo e .

ibly leading to far

more effective treatment for memory 10 s and

in the April, 1982 i

the decline with age of other cognitive

u e

ue of the FDA Dm8

Bulletin, the agency included

functions?

to

a

policy

tatement. clarifying the que tion of "unap

Hydergine, Dilantin and other cognition

proved" u e for drug ,clearly tating that

enhancement ubstance alter or optimize

'''unapproved' u e may be appropriate and

electrical activity in the brain. There i al 0

rational in certain circum tance ,and may, in

evidence that many of the brain machine ,

fact, reflect approaches to drug therapy that

including sound and light devices,CES,

have been extensively reported in medical

vestibular timulation machine ,ganzfelds, and

literature .... VaUd new u e for drug already

binaural beat frequencies, alter the brain's

on the market are often fir t di covered

electrical activity. Again,could there be

through erendipitou ob ervation and

potential synergistic effects,leading to more

therapeutic innovation ." In um, the FDA

rapid and powerful alterations in bioelectrical

clearly approves of the "unapproved" uses a

patterns? Dilantin's ability to regulate

an important means for innovation and
discovery.

and sound and light machines
"train" the brain to avoid epileptic
seizures?

available in the U.S. The FDA now allows the
importation and mail shipment of a three
afe in other

epileptic seizure? If so it would constitute a
significant medical breakthrough.

for my own

exceed three month's u age and they are u ed
with the con ent of my phy ician."

The MEGABRAIN REPORT
Survey
Thi

urvey i being di tributed only to

sub cribers of MEGABRAIN REPORT. We
want to gather information that will be u eful
to other researchers, and believe you subscrib
which can be relied on for accurate and hone t
ment and con cientiou reporting of

Even if you have no intention of ever taking
cognition-enhancement substances, we urge
you to complete the questionnaire that
accompanie this newsletter. It contains
demographic and other information that will be

heavy pressure from AIDS political action

The FDA clearly approves of the

substances that were widely used abroad but

"unapproved" uses of drugs as an

were still unapproved for use in the U.S.

important means for innovation

INTERLAB, a mail order pharmacy in

and discovery.

established in response to this new FDA ruling.

brain-machine cognitive-drug interaction .
are,

are

per 'onal u e only. The upply ordered doe' not

England, is one of a number of companies

We are interested in learning more about uch
Perhaps you are interested too. If you

lines chapter 971, was made as a result of
groups, which insisted AIDS sufferers were

effective way to "train" the brain to avoid

commercial re ale. They

elf-a se

denied access to potentially life-saving

light at selected frequencies,could be an

tatement with your order: "I hereby declare
that the products I am purchasing are not for

findings.

countries. The new ruling, FDA pilot guide

combination of Dilantin and, ay, ound and

$16

You mu t include the following igned

import effective drugs u ed elsewhere but not

long a they are regarded a

treating epilepsy - is it po sible that a

in (12ml nasal pray) $22

Phenytoin (Oen ric Dilantin, 250 X 100 mg
tablets)

1989 FDA ruling now make it quite legal to

month upply of drugs,for personal u e, a

electrical activity make it extremely useful for

•

Va opre

ers constitute an ideal subject population, one

Also, though it is not widely known, a July,

Could a combination of Dilantin

•

INTERLAB carries a wide variety of drugs for

we

hope you will complete the questionnaire that
we have included with this issue of the
newsletter.

cognitive enhancement, life extension, and the

useful in a variety of ways, and will help us

treatment of AIDS which are not available in

establish a meaningful data base that will be

the US.

valuable in other projected surveys and studies.
This is an opportunity for you to join with

All of the drugs discussed here can be
purchased without a prescription. You can

How to Obtain Cognition

request a full price sheet by writing to:

Enhancement SUbstances by

INTERLAB, P.O. Box 587, Newport Pagnell,
Bucks MK

Mail Order

16 8AA England. Those who want

MEGABRAIN REPORT so that we can not
only communicate information,but also serve
as active participants in the discovery of new
information.

to order some of the substances described

If you do choose to experiment with such

While some of the substances described above

above right away may send a personal check

substances, we hope you will hare your

are not available in the U.S., or are available

for the amount of the item(s) plus

infonnation with us. The cientific and

only by prescription, it is easy and quite legal

shipping (or

to obtain these substances by mail order. One

Some sample price (in March, 1990)

reason some of these substances are not
available in the U.S. is that they have not yet
gone through the extraordinarily expensive and
lengthy process required to obtain FDA
approval. This does not mean however that it is
not quite legal to use these substances. And

$6 for
$10 for accelerated shipping).
are:

•

Centrophenoxine (60 X 250mg tablets) $29

•

Hydergine (100 X 5mg oral tablets) $39

•

•

Piracetam

(60 X 800mg tablets) $30

Sulbutiarnine (20 X 200mg tablets)

$11

informational value of your experiences will be
greater if you proceed with your experimenta
tion systematically: you might want to make
note of or measure your psychophysiological
state before using any of the ub tances, using
some of the guideline and techniques
described below. Then, having established a
sort of baseline, you might choo e to take a
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COGNITION ENHANCEMENT SUBSTANCES:
INITIAL SURVEY
Name (First, Last)J-

________
_______
___
___
_

Street
City

1.

_ __
_
_
_
____
___
_____
______ _ __
_
_

______

6.

Age

o
o

Under 17

o
o
o

24-34

o
2.

You wiU fmd two Ii ts below; the fir t i a

Le s than 12th grade

45-54
55 and older

o

Ma ter' degree

o
o

MD

35-44

ex
Male

3.

Marital

o

Married

tatu

o

Divorced/separated

o
o

Widowed

12-15 year

chooling

16 year (coUege graduate)
16+
PhD

letter corre ponding to your experience
level in the blank next to each of the tool .
A.

I own everal.

B

I own one.

C.

I do not own any.

D.
E.

I have u ed them [it] 100+ time .
I have u ed them 25+ time .

F.

I have u ed them Ie

G.

I have never u ed one.

H.

I u e them regularly.

I.

o
o

Law degree

7.

Check the ubject area in which

o
o

Educator

o

Executive/administrative

o
o
o

MedicaJ/health profe

Engineer/technical profe sional
ional

Other professional
Executive/administrative
Sales/marketing
Own business
Tradesperson/mechanic/laborer

o
o

Clerical orservice worker

o

Creative artist (musician, writer,
actor, artisan)
Retired
Student
Other

(description:)

Phy ic

o
o

Chemistry

o

Biology

o

Human physiology

o

Neurochemistry

o
o

Electrical engineering

o
o

Electronic engineering

o

Religion and/or spirituality

o

Psychology

Medical engineering
Computer science

o

P ychiatry

o

Psychotherapy

o
o

Social Sciences
Medicine
Arts

o
o
o

.

Education
Healing energy (acupuncture,
rna

o

age, etc.)

Fringe science (including radionics,
psychotronics, etc.)

o
o
Which category describes your

Writing/journalism
Other

(description:)

J do not u e them regularly at this

J.

I notice benefits from using this tool.

K.

I do not notice benefits from using

this tool.

ible, de cribe

in more detail):

Single/never Married

1. Light and Sound Machine

__

(including the D.A.V.I.D., the Mind'sEye,
the lnnerque t, MC2, etc.)
2. Cranial Electro-Stimulation

__

Devices (including the Alpha-Stirn, the
Brain Tuner, the

uStar, etc.)

3. Ganzfeld Devices (such a the

__

Theta One or the Tranquilite)

4. Brain Entrainment Audio Signals

__

(including the Binaural Signal Generator,
and "beat frequency" audiotape cassette
such as those from Megabrain [High
Coherence], The Monroe Institute [Hemi
Sync], Acou tic Brain Research, MSH
A sociation [Synchronicity] or the John
David Institute.)
5. Hypnosis Audio Cassette Tapes

__

(such as those from Hypno-Peripheral
Processing or Changeworks).

6. Biofeedback devices (such

__

as

the

Mind Mirr or, devices that measure
fmgertip temperature, mu cle ten ion or
skin resistance, Dr. Lester Fehmi's
biofeedback brainwave ynchronizer, etc.)

family income?
__

Under $14,999

than 25 time .

time.

Other

training (and, if po

Occupation (please de cribe)

5.

tool , and the econd i a Ii t of p ycho
technology tool . Plea e write the letter or

you have received education or

4.

o

Which category de cribe your

o
o
o
o

Female

o
o

_
_
_
___

educational level?

17-23

o
o

o
o

Zip

State

de cription of levels of experience with

7. Other devices (including the

o
o

$15,000 - $24,999

o

the Vibrasound, the Lurnitron, Biocircuits,

$25,000 - $34,999

or other device not covered by the

o
o

$35,000 - $44,999

previous categories.)

o

$55,000 - $64,999

o

$65,000 - $74,999

o

$75,000 - $99,999

Graham Potentializer, the Star Chamber,

$45,000 - $54,999
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COGNITION ENHANCEMENT SUBSTANCES:
INITIAL SURVEY
Please feel free to add additional pages

Machines
Plea e Ii t the

e

x act machines you own :

How often do you u e it(them)?

What benefits or ch an ge do you notice from u ing each machine ( ome of the are

may include change in physical heal th, mood, creativity,

cognitive abilitie , reaction time, coordination, memory, mental energy, concentration, amount of leep, e x uali ty) .

Which machine do you like to u e, for what length es ion, and at what settings?

How would you de cribe th e effect of this machine(s) at these ettings?

Do you u e th is tool in conjunction with other tool or technique ? Please describe.

Tapes
Please L i st the exact tapes you actually u e. Which tape( s) do you use most? How often do you u

What benefits or changes do you notice from u ing each tape ? Please be specific

Do you use this tape in con ju nct i on

with other tools or technique

e it(them)?

about each tape.

? Please describe. What is the

effect of using them

together?

Nootropic substances
What Nootr opic substances have you used? Do you use any regularly? What effects do you notice or have you noticed from the e ubs tances? Do

you use any in conj uncti on with any machine? With what resu l t?

Megabrain Report Readers' Poll
What article(s) in this issue did you find most interesting? least interesting?

What articles or types of information would you like to ee in future issues?

What do you like best about the first issue of Megabrain Report?

What would you like to see changed?
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ABRAIN REPORT

------------------�-------�
�-�--©single cognitive-enhancement substance for a

will get you a more objective measurement

period of two weeks or a month, after which

than you could get on your own.

you might again note or if po

ible measure

There are ubtle changes in the experience of

any ch�ge . Next, you might perform a

life when taking brain food or u ing brain

il'(lilar procedure with one of the brain

tool . Even major shift in mood, learning

enhancing devices, if one i available to you.

ability, and memory can go unnoticed. Since

Having done thi ,you might then experiment

the e change are difficult to determine on

with systematically combining the machine

your own,we have provided a few questions to

with the cognition-enhancement ub tance,

ask your friends and family when you

again noting your experience and change .

undertake your program of cognitive enhance

How to Know When You're Getting
S m a rter
"/ was planning to start taking a drug called
PRL-8-53 which has been reported to

ment.

1.

Have I become ea i

2.

Can you

r

or more difficult to

get along with?

3.

PRL- 8-53 I took a standardized memory test

An excellent compendium of information
about cognition-enhancement drugs is Mind
Food & Smart Pills, by Ro s Pelton, R.Ph.,
Ph.D., with Taffy Clarke Pelton, Doubleday

(1989). Life Extension: A

ee

Warner

(1983) i

cientific papers below.

Incorporated. a markttingfirm. He Is the author of the
forthcoming book. Brain F'ood. If you would

Have you noticed any shifts in my moods or

tea? Of other mood-altering ub tances such
as alcohol, pot, Valium,sleeping pills?
Another method to measure your cognitive
abilities is with a psychological device,such as

which showed that I could memorize a string of
about 8 digits at one glance. Then / began
taking the drug and took it for two weeks. I did
not notice any change in my state of mind or
011

There is a software

package called "Mentor," which measures
reaction time after different

type

of signals

(both visual and auditory), eye-hand and ear
hand coordination, memory, and

cognitive abilities and was somewhat disap
pointed. While still

IQ or memory test.

lQ.

It is fun

and a good way to establish a baseline and

PRL-8-53 I went in to

take the memory test again and was shocked to
find that I was now able to learn a string of20

measure improvements. It works on IBM
compatibles,and requires a color graphics
adapter. Mentor has now ceased production,

digits! That was a 150 percent improvement.

Santa Cruz. CA

[This is] an opportunity for you to
serve as active participants in the

taking the test."
This person's story brings up an often

discovery of new information.

overlooked issue for people embarking on a
cognitive enhancement program. An increase
in memory or intelligence is not necessarily
accompanied by any measurable subjective
experience. One reason for this lack of

but we have made arrangements to obtain

sensation of difference is that not only do

copies for participants in this survey. The

certain aspects of yourself change, but also

program costs

$49.95
(415) 332-8323).

your reference points for !lleasuring those
aspects change.

(for information, call

For this and upcoming surveys, we

arc

looking

One of the best ways for measuring changes in

for usefuJ tests of personality, memory, and so

one's own behavior is to ask your friends and

on that we can make available to wide numbers

family. Tell them you are experimenting with

of subjects. We welcome your suggestions and

some new technologies and you would like

guidance.

them to watch you a little more cJosely� This

96061.
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"An interesting unexpected finding,

Kir ch

control group and an experimental group) All

told me, "wa that about a third of the control

p a tient were given a erie of p ychological

[i.e. non-stimulationJ group actually did

and p ychophysiological te t . Ea h group

to the po itive elf-talk tatement
Even more
igni ficantly, the re earcher point out, There
arc a1 0 s t rong implication for education," and

"

.

worse

."

"

.

a' they went along over repeated trial . We

wa given regular biofeedback training and

"The i mplic ation C

r

expected them to do better with each trial, but

psychotherapy during their ession , but the

approach in bu ine

,expccial1y management

their learning decrca ed, due to fatigue and

experimental group al

inattention: they ju t g t bored. But the

minute of

electrical timulation group continued to do

from an Alpha

beuer, to learn more, with each triall"
The study i

"

training, a re exciting "

was given 20

.

ranjal Electro timulation ( E )

The fa cinating but un p ken conclu i

tim while receiving a erie

thi

of po itive affirmation and ugge tion for

e xtremely ignificant," ay

re

eived ten es ion
'

Electrical stimulation, Kirsch conclude d, "i a
afe, practical means of improving mental
Should electrical stimulation be

n

of

ES apparently can

changes in area of the per on ality that u ually

pread out over ten

do not change much, if at all, over a ubj

week'.

the brain can induce po itive changes."

tudy i that omehow

produce profound and longla ting personality

behavior and per onality change. Each group

Kir ch, "becau e it proves that stimulation of

functioning.

0

the u e of thi basic

lifetime. Thi

upp rt a

The results of the study revealed thaI the

other

group receiving CE

Patterson (who i known for u ing CES to

showed extraordinary

t'

ertion made by

ES researcher , uch a Dr. Marga ret

Pe ter Town hend and

change . The experimental group attained a

treat rock tars such

used by those interested in improving their

greater degree of relaxation (as mea ured by

Eric Clapton for drug addiction), and numer

own mental powers, I asked? "People are

EMG) than the control group, and the

ous anecdotal reports, that CES trea tm ent can

always searching for ways to improve

personality te t revealed dramat ic dec rease

themselves

"

,"

Kirsch replied, "and if there

'

a

result in dramatic per onal tran formation .

Thl is intriguing, exciting, and my terious

a

safe and easy and proven method, then by all

(virtually

means, they should do it Electrical stimulation
.

is like a catalyst: once you start on the road to

The most striking findings were

for more re earch.

that the experimental CES group

improvement, the brai n is like a mu cle, the
more you work it the more you can learn, and

undelwent profound personality

the easier it is to learn."

changes.

n othin g is known about how CES

could effect such transformations), and calls

As a re ult of the new evidence of bene fi cial
effect of

E

on cognitive abilitie, cienti t

have begun to "redi cover" earlier studie that

Kirsch ee the most immediate importance of

had ugge ted uch cognition-enhancing

thjs study in its proof that electro-stimulation

effects, including work by CES pioneer Dr.

can reduce boredom and fatigue : "From thi
study alone, perhaps corporations

w ill pick up
the possibility of timulating e xecutive
,

problem-solving, improving workers

'

concentration, accuracy and speed. M aybe a
study will be done on air traffic controller ,

fi nding were that the

The CES not only improved

personaHty changes. A m ea sured in pre- and

cognitive functioning but seemed to

p s ychological personality test, the experimen

It could also be important to police automobile
,

drivers, surgeons, pilots, athlete and others

reverse the brain damage that


tal group showed dramatic increa e in Self

(the e xperim ental group more than doubled

performance. "

its score in this area, whjle the control group

poi nted out that the leaming

showed little change). And in the

area

Strength, which measures decisiveness in

seem well suited for use in education, ranging

handling interaction with other, the

from lea ming di abled children to college and

e x perimental gro up nearly tripled its scores,

bus iness schools. 10 the long term the excit ing

becoming far more deci ive, while the control

thing says Kirsch, is that "as Megabrain

group showed little change.

,

,

brain does respond to stimula

tions, you can improve mental functioning.
This study is proof of that."

Ray Smith, who in the late 1970s and early

I 980s had published a number of double-blind

of Ego

enhancement effects of electrical stimulation

proposed, the

caused it!

Sufficiency (the control group did not
change), and in Dominance or assertivene

seekffig increased ale rtne s, concentration and

0

But the most striking

e xperimental group underwent profound
po t- cores on the widely u ed" 16 PF'

0

there will be les s cra hes and more efficiency.

Kirsch al

in nervous tension by the e xperimental gTOUp.

ludie of alcoholic and narcotics addict who
had received neurop ycbological

cognitive deficits seemed to be the result of
cumulative brain damag e caused by alcohol
and narcotics abu e. Smith then gave these

As for the substance abuse problem, the

subj ects

autho

daily CES

r found tbat the experimental group

reduced their use more quickly and susta ined

and I.Q. te t

that indicated clear cogn j tive deficits. These

a thr ee- week

cour e of 40 minutes

treatments The sub equent tests
.

"

showed remarkable improvements in memory,

In an e ven more recent study, Dr. Stephen

for a longer period of time. Tills may have

learning and other cognitive and psychophysi

Overcash and his coUeage Dr. A l an Siebenthall

occurred because the microelectric nerve

ological functions. The CES, that i ,not only

studied "The Effects of Microelectric Nerve

stimulation may have aJlowed tbe patients to

improved co gnitive functioning but eemed to

Stimulation and Multisensory Cognitive

become more relaxed and more open to the

reverse the brain damage that caused it!

Therapy on the Personality and Anxiety Levels
of Substance Abuse Patients." In their study

,

published in Medical Electronics, a sample of

32 patients being treated for substance abuse
wer e randomly assigned to two group (a

af fi rmations used."
Concluded the author , CES at the very least

A ware of these studies, Dr. Alan Child ,
executive medical director of the Healthcare

is "a useful adjuncti v e therapy in assisting the

Rehabilitation Center and assistant profe sor of

patients in relaxing and becooting more open

pharmacy at the University of Texas, Austin,
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who were uffering from amnesia a a
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s
ult of
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me

lt

Y hav

called Long Term Potentiation (LTP).

·

·

accidents or trauma-patient who e hort-

Scienti t

term memory functi n were ignificantJy

Lynch of VC, lrvine, have found that for the

tivity to new information, and greater ability to

brain to form permanent (or extremely long-

"re cript" ubcon ciou material. This being

impaired.He found that the patient

howed

tudying memory, uch a Gary

�

·

s
d
O'
that people who learn to enter theta experien e

profound improvement in hort-term memory.

lasting) memorie , the proce s of LTP i

In other recently published tudie , Dr. hilds,

es entia!.

in a sociation with Dr. M. Lynn Cri mon and

0,

capacity to peed and facilitate your entry into
benefit of theta.

including a voltage change in the neuron and

but for treatment of "attention-to-ta k deficit"
in ca e of head injury (attention-to-ta k
deficit, according to Child', involve "a
con tellation of cognitive disturbance

then the release of a neurotran miner,

Now an impre

glutamate. Dr.John Larson, a re earcher in

publi hed demon trating ome of the enormou

Lynch' lab, recently ca t new light on the

benefit and the tran formational power of

proce

ing,

proces ing, and mood modulation during
performance of problem- olving tasks").

tate regUlarly.Clinical p ychologi t Eugene

stimulation,but that LTP is especially effective

Peni ton and Roger Kulkow ky of the

when one priming pulse i followed by a

U niver ity of Southern Colorado tested a group
of chronic alcoholics for levels of

After three weeks of 50 minute of CES

depression. Then they split the group in

per day, the patients were again te ted

two and trained one of them (using

for attention-to-task, with neurophysiological measurement of such components

biofeedback technique ) to generate

a "mental speed, visuomotor function

Does it matter how you do it - through

ing, impulse control, response inhibi

the discipline of meditation, the training

tion, visual and auditory perception,
sensitivity to retroactive and proactive
interference, mental control and concen
tration, and increasing mental speed

ive new tudy ha been

imply allowing your brain to enter the theta

with research demon trating that LTP

is not only triggered by bur t of electrical

auditory and vi ual perception. memory

en e that u ing a device uch a a

the theta tate hould help you in reaping tho e

formation, involve a two part proces

treatment of not only po t-traumatic amne ia,

it make

,hyperrecep-

float tank or mind machine that ha the

R ecent re eare h'Ind'Ica I e LTP, and memory

Dr. Lawrence F. Wil on, u ed CES for

involving ymbolic language proce

expanded tates of con ciou ne

of biofeedback,

or

alpha and theta activity. The others
were treated u ing "traditional" therapy.
After ten wee� , Peniston and KuLkow

via the "fast track" of

mind machine technology?

sky found that the group that learned to
generate alpha/theta brain waves
showed a far greater recovery rate from
their alcohol problems.More impres

with emotional modulation."

sively, after thirteen months they

According to Childs and Wil on, CES

showed "sustained prevention of

"appears to be an effective non-drug al

relap e," while the control group that

ternative in a cognitive rehabilitation model for

second pulse 200 milli econd later.The effect

u ed traditional treatment methods was, for the

treating the apparent components of attention

is even stronger, Larson discovered, when 10

mo t part, unsuccessful in recovery.

to-task deficit. ...The results showed triking

pairs of the e 200 milli econd pulses are

and significant improvement in the po t

applied every five second .

treatment scores and the as ociated extent of
the deficit as described by the e scores."

Theta: The Magic Rhythm.
ew research also indicates that it is possible
to enhance memory and learning by turning up
the synaptic volume controls, or boosting their
readiness to receive new information, which
can be done by stimulating neural pathways in
areas such as the hippocampus with bursts of

findings of all, the "alpha-theta " group showed

This i most intriguing, since this is a fre

a total transformation of personality. Peniston

quency that corre ponds to the theta rhythm,

and KuLkowsky were surpri ed to find that

the brain wave frequency that has been found

their scores on the test measuring depression

by a variety of re earchers, ranging from Elmer

showed "sharp reductions," while no uch

Green of the Menninger Foundation to James

change were found in the control group

McGaugh of UC Irvine, to be a key to learning

treated using traditional methods. In this they

and memory. The results were so exciting that

re embled the groups Elmer and Alyce Green

Gary Lynch exclaimed, "We have found the

trained to generate theta, which immediately

magic rhythm that makes LTP.There's a

began having life-transforming integrative

magic rhythm, the theta rhythm-the natural,

experiences, and the drug treatment group of

indigenous rhythm of the hippocampus."

electrical stimulation.Having once been

And, in the most intriguing and astonishing

stimulated, re earchers found, the brain circuits

As Elmer and Alyce Green first reported in the

would respond to subsequent electrical

mid-70s, simply causing your brain to generate

impul es much more vigorously.(Think of

theta activity for a few minutes each day seems

what happens the first time you listen to

to have enormous benefits, including boosting

Drs. Overcash and Siebenthall de�cribed
above, which used C ES during a ten week
treatment period and showed dramatic
per onality changes, including sharp rises in
ego strength and self-sufficiency.

Beethoven's Ninth.Think of what happens the

the immune sy tern, enhancing creativity, and

ninth time, the nintieth-at a certain point it

triggering or facilitating "integrative experi

subjects to generate slow brainwave activity

seems as if some of the pathways between the

ences leading to feelings of psychological

using biofeedback techniques. Biofeedback

external sound and your internal response

well-being." Biofeedback pioneer Dr. Thomas

requires lengthy training and discipline and

have aLready been cleared.) This, many

Budzynski, who has investigated this realm of

effort. Mind machines seem to represent a

scientists now believe, is what happens when a

theta activity - what he calls "the twilight

much faster way of generating the much-to-be-

Peniston and KuLkowsky had to teach their
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de ired low brainwave tate . There i

cortical potential through a frequency

abundant evidence that they can rapidly induce

following re pon e." That is, Fo ter concluded,

uch tate. And the evidence keep accumu
lating. One recent
Subjective

(1990)

tudy, "EEG and

"the combination of alpha frequency binaural
beat and alpha brain wave feedback resulted

orrelates of Alpha Frequency

in ignificantly more alpha production than

Binaural Beats Stimulation Combined with

alpha brain wave feedback alone." There'

Alpha Biofeedback," by Dale S. Fo ter of

lillie doubt that the u e of a device like the

Memphi

Binaural Signal Generator or tape that u

tate University. compared alpha

brain wave production in four group : one

High Coherence tape , can significantly peed

In the most intriguing and

not only of entering the

beneficial low brainwave state, but al o of

astonishing findings of all, the

learning to enter tho e brain tate .

"alpha-theta" group showed a

It seems clear, then, that if orne of the mind

total transformation of personality.

machines are in fact effective in quickly
putting user into low brainwave tates, and,
in the " bicycle training wheel effect," can
teach users how to enter tho e tate them

practiced alpha frequency brain wave bio
timulation (which

proce s not only for alcoholics and drug

Generator, generating beats of the ort used in
the Hemi Sync and High Coherence tapes), the
third group received alpha binaural beats

addicts but for all of us who s eek integrative
experiences and increased creativity, health
and well-being.

combined with alpha biofeedback, and the

(Tn fact, word has recently filtered back to me

fourth, control group, received ocean sounds.

through the grapevine that at least one

Fo ter notes that "An interactive effect was

organization is now working on speeding up

found in which the group with both alpha

the "Peniston/Kulkowsky effect" by adding

binaural beats and alpha biofeedback produced

active brain-wave entrainment devices to the

more treatment alpha than the group with alpha

process. With the billions of dollars now being

biofeedback alone. Additionally, nine of the

spent for drug treatment, l arge amounts of it in

fifteen subjects with both binaural beats and

traditional treatment programs that do not have

feedback reported being able to control alpha

high success rates, it's clear that a treatment

production via lheir focus on the alpha binaural

that produced long-lasting recovery and

beat. The data suggest the po

beneficial personality transformations would

ibility that

binaural beats can be used to evoke specific

continued/rom page 25
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rc

i ted by orne

of tho·e involved in traditional addicti n
treatment programs, who profit from the fact
that mo t of their client do

nOI

ucceed, and

come back to them over and over for their
30-day residential "cure . ")

The quc tion ari e : perhap what studie like
tho e of the Green and of Peni ton and
Kulkow ky

are

telling u i that imply being

Ihere, imply entering the theta tate for a few
minute each day, i the key to the beneficial
effect -it doesn't matter how you do it,
whether through the di cipline of meditation,
the training of biofeedback, or via the "fast
track" of mind machine technology. It would
be valuable to inve tigate thi by comparing

up the healing and personal tran formation

Fos ter produced with a Binaural Signal
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lot of money-and, J

a

pect, would be vigorou ly

selves, then they can be invaluable in peeding
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BRAIN REPORT
• HIGH VOLTAGE: THE BIOELECTRIC INTERVIEWS
century, if not before that. Certainly the Ru sians
have been I/O report of major problem ,and it's

is that of the mysterious, seemil/gly paranormal

drugs, there are ide effect . Yet, with elec

"scalar" fields, al/d the development of devices that

tromedi inc we haven't een anything close to the

gel/erate such fields al/d use them to modulate al/d, it

ociated with most drug .

is claimed, to heal biological systems.
MBR:

calar i a terminology

denote the opposite of vector. A vector i

than you can talk about pharma

cology as one topic. Nobody questions
are

different and have different effect

omething

that ha both velocity and direction. A calar i
omething that has neither velocity nor direction. A
crude way to sugge t the nature of calar phenomena

to think that all

phenomenon, because it ha velocity and a direction.
But air is a scalar phenomenon. [t has neither.

0

matter what direction I go or how fast or slow, as
long as I'm on the surface of the planet, there's air.

electrical stimulation is the same."

So air would be analogous to scalar phenomena. A

-KIRSCH

calar is something that is direction-and-velocity

independent.
ELDO

definition is very simple. A scalar is omething that

have the capacity to tum on growth in cancerous

isn't a vector. A such it doesn't have a direction. A

cells.
KIRSCH: And the oppo ite. It depends it on the type
of electrical stimulation. You can't talk about
electrical stimulation

a

BYRD: In this field there is a lot of

controversy over what scalar i all about. My

other , showing that electrical stimulation eem to

one topic any more than you

can talk about pharmacology as one topic. Nobody
question that Digitalis and Aspirin are different and
have different effects and contraindications. And yet
people frequently seem to think that all electrical
stimulation i the arne. To i olate one aspect of the
electrical wave form (such as the frequency) from

scalar field would be one which i n't moving either
in time or space. Once you take something like an
electro tatic charge and move it up and down space
and time, it then becomes a vector. It's really tough
to get scalars out of electromagnetic vectors. It's
almost impo

ible.

MBR: So you

arc

publi hed now. It de cribe

calars straight out of the

textbook. The calar form of Maxwell' Equations. I
ju t took thi information and said, Could it be that
we live in a

sea of information?

Ot in the form of

electromagnetic energy, not acoustic energy,but a
whole other form of energy which we currently have
no instruments to measure. It's a ea of information.
It's just there, it is. It doe n't take any time for it to
propagate from one point in time and space to
another because it has nothing to do with time and
space. Scalars are ju t information, and they are not
bound by the arne laws that govern matter or
energy. It's just information. [t has no rna

; it has no

direction: it's not a vector, it' not a phy ical
quantity. It's information. I think this is a ea of
information that we are floating in.
MBR: That ounds sugge tive of Rupert Sheldrake'
"morphogenetic fields".

field" might be a scalar type of field, an information
field

to the terms in the Maxwell equations, "DC-DT''' and

"DA-DT". A stands for area, DA is a change of area

with

their flying box kite at Kitty Hawk."
-BECK

effects?

I look at scalars trictly as information. ( have
written a theoretical paper on thi which hru been

BOB BECK: A scalar wave would be a fITSt cousin

Wright Brothers were

not concerned about long-term

them." So you can convert calar into wave .

voltage. Voltage doe n't have a direction. Current

"Wit!t scalars we are about where the

promoting the growth of cancer cells.

together and 1 get an electromagnetic wave out of

is a piece of information. For example, consider

pill from the ingredients in the pill. All white pills
suspect 01/ forms of electrical stimulation of

device

BYRD: Yes, it does. Sheldrake's "morphogenetic

[ think a much bener de cription of a calar is that it

the entire wave form, is like i olating the color of the
are certainly not the same. There is no reason to

0

ai� "All the current i

with a calar potential, each one, and I just plug them

is to compare wind and air. Wind i a vector

and contraindications. And yet people

minu ,minus to plus, and in a few moments it got
hot you couldn't handle it. I

ing into heat which i radiating from the ballerie a

Bearden. It i u cd in the cientific vocabulary to

stimulation as one topic any more

what 1 did was ju t put the terminal

an electromagnetic wave. So I have two D

that's been popularized by the work of Thomas

"You, can't talk about ele trical

calar potential into an electromagnetic ignal." I
u ed voltage - two 9-volt radio ballerie - and

circulating internal to the ballene ,but it i convert

ould you explain what "scalar" mean ?

PETER LINDEMANN:

frequently seem

aid, "( can take two scalar quantitie and convert the

Perhaps the hottest topic il/ the field of bioelectriciry

human testing (a oppo ed to animal ). With all

that Digitalis and Aspirin

chotronic conferen e a couple of years ago where I

The Key to the Paranormal?

probably gone through thre generation - of

as

I gave a demonstration at a psy

Scalar Fields

have u ed it actively for thirty years or more. There

kind of ide effect

CONTINUED

of the propagation of the ignal
source.

as

Now in electromagnetics

it travels from the

as

it is used in the

Maxwell equation and in all radio communication,
power transmi sion, etc., the terms DC-DT and DA
DT have long been considered imaginary, like the
square root of -I, or the "J operator," which is an

KIRSCH: Well, in a very pure scientific manner, as

imaginary term in electrical engineering, but without

is accepted in the medical model, ooe can expre s

which we could not have had streetcars or power

has a direction, but voltage doesn't have a direction.

concerns about long-term effect that we don't ee
yet. That i

It's a potential, "scalar" quantiry. And, if you can

legitimate, at least in principle. But I

work with electrostimulatioo professionally and I've
done extensive research with it. I've read almost all
myself, and I don't think we are going to see harmful
been established.

have no instruments, for example, that will measure
voltage directly. We have indications on meter faces

the literature and I've experienced lots of CES
long-term effects. [ think that the safety has already

induce voltage at a distance, that's a scalar field. We

that say so many volts, but what they are really doing
is sucking current out of a source, or measuring
current coming from somewhere, and running it
through some kind of known resistance that enables
the meter to calculate voltage. But it doesn't measure
it directly. So, voltage is a scalar quantity.

transformer .
There is a component in electromagnetic technology
which does not carry power, per se. You can't warm
up a toaster with it. It carries information only. This
is the scalar component. Scalars are a perhap
imaginary perhaps not imaginary vector that carries
information without power. To get power you need
voltage and current. The way that we measure power
in walts is amperes multiplied times voltage. But the
scalar has none of that at all. There is no energy in it,
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just infonnation. It's a very rich field for exploration.
With calan; we are about where the Wright Brothers
were with their flying box kite at Kitty Hawk. I've

CONTINUED

yet.

(which Tesla wa the lirst one to cl(periment with)

MBR: Could we call your BioPacer and

enlrOn

device scalar generators?

read all of Tom Bearden ' s magnificent mathemati
cally constructed peculation in this area. They're

LINDEMANN: Yes. If you take

fa cmating, but nobody knows quite what to make of

five turn around a core, clockwi e, and you put a

it altogether. The jury i

direct current pulse on thi , it will propagate a

till out.

magneti field with

REIN: Conceptually we are talking about a more

a

a

wire and wrap

north pole at one end and a

ou th pole at the other end. If you then tum the wire

fundamental field than an electromagnetic field .

around and wrap five tum in the oppo ite direction

Mathemat ically, electromagnetic field are just

you can gel a high degree of interaction between the
inductance and capacitance, creating what i called a
calar.
My device put a D

pul. e through the spiral,

crealing what would technically be called a " pace
scalar", which is A
not a time

,or alternating in tim .

0

it'

alar. It' a pace scalar which is either

there or not, depending what moment in lime you 're
talking about. So it's alternating in time and calar in

derivative of the calar field, so that the calar field

space. That' the technical definition of the type of

i a more fundamental fonn of energy. The scalar

propagation which eem to have cau ed fairly large

field can be looked at a a component of the

"Scalars are just information, and

electromagnetic field which is always there but is

they are not bound by the same laws

electromagnetic field generators.

that govern matter or energy. It's just

MBR: Are calan; field then, or waves?

information. It has no mass; it has no

LINDEMANN: It's an area of influence, really .

swamped by the electromagnetic field,

0

we haven't

noticed it in the past. It's traditionally considered
much weaker in amplitude, but it'

information is carried.

where

all the

Because of this, experimen

tally, you can actually cancel out electromagnetic
fields, eliminating the strong outer shell and leaving

direction: it's not a vector; it's not a

Waves, by definition, have velocity and direction, so

physical quantity .... I think this is a

waves are vector, not scalar. Some of the literature

sea of information that we are

behind only thi scalar infonnation matrix field,

floating in." �YRD

which is the underlying field behind the electromag

biological re pon e in these o-called pul ed

talks about the propagation of scalar "waves." Thi i
an oxymoron. If you go back to the actual definitions
of the e tenns, you can't have a scalar wave.

netic field.

BYRD: What it take to produce a scalar at a point in

In theory, this scalar infonnation field can be

space i

intersect and cancel each other out. If you have

imply to take two ignal and have them

measured. Electrical engineers who are attuned to

and put a current through it, the first five tum

thi way of thinking claim that we can measure

produce one magnetic field in one orientation, and

them. But in practice we have problems being able to

the second five turns create another magnet ic field

distinguish between measuring electromagnet ic and

oriented exactly opposite the first. You can project

electromagnetic signal s, all you have left is the calar
infonnation.

measuring the scalar. My particular approach was to

these two magnetic fields in the exact same place. [f

use biological systems as detector for \hi kind of

you don't have a metal core, 0 there's no tendency

energy.

to magnetize in either direction, the two magnetic
place at ex actly the same strength, apparently

than ordinary electromagnetic fields or waves?

cancelling each other OUl.

LINDEMANN: I believe so. Most of the attention
e

magnetic infonnation, when you cancel the

fields can be made to propagate in exactly the same

MBR: Do calars have different biological effects

about the

scalar information riding piggy-back on the electro

pulsed electromagnetic field devices has

been focu ed on how the magnetic field i affecting
the body. From my research I think that's the wrong
quest ion. I don't think it is the magnet ic field that is

This creates what you m i ght call a "compre sion
wave in the inertial frame", or in the "life force". It
can al

0

mally small , and these scalar propagations quite

electric field". That is the fi eld cau ed by the motion
of electricity. And he said that it had a lot of
characteristics which made it look

large, you get very large biological responses. The

imilar to gravity,

or a simulated gravitati onal field. I had studied a lot

body feels very relaxed with il. You can get these
types of propagations with ordinary coils, but the rise
time on your wave - in other words, how fast the

of these things and found that, when you pulse these
motional electric fields, or cancelled magnetic fields,
these third order effect gets very large very rapidly

transition is between on and off - has to be very

while the magnetic effects can remain very small.

very l arge. So you get a very very sharp transition.

fundamental form of energy," -REIN

effect". Simultaneous self-cancelled magnetic fields
named Hooper. He called this effect the "motional

magnetic components and you make them infinitesi

field, so that the scalar field is a more

be called a "scalar field" or a "third order

were tudied pretty exten ively in the 60 by a man

keying the body. I think it's this scalar propagation
that's keying the body, and when you take the

"Mathematically, electromagnetic
fields are just derivatives of the scalar

And you can get biological responses with very very

In electrical science, if you have the simultaneou

sharp transmissions in ordinary m agnetic field

propagation of more than three fields in the ame

propagations. But you tend get these irritating side

place you have what i considered by defmition a

effects along with il. And of course what I'm talking

scalar propagation. And in a flat backwound spiral

about is subjective. It's only an indication that

coil of the kind that I have described, we have by

there's something to look for. I think science is

defmition four fluxes in the same area: The self

lagging pretty far behind in its understanding of

induction of the coil; the mutual induction between

these things simp ly because we can propagate these

the windings; the self-capacitance of the coil; and the

scal ars very easily, but we don't have any way to

mutual capacitance between the windings. And these

measure them directly. So the instrumentation for the

show up

study of these phenomena haven't been developed

magnetic field strength. In these {lat wound coils

as

four specific fields of either dielectric or

That is the way that we think the Soviet s were
communicating with their submarines. The Soviet
"woodpecker" signal was really two transmitters

(eventually they had up to 12) beaming infonnation
to a point in pace. If they have the information
riding on just one of the electromagnetic signal ,
where does that infonnation go when they cancel the
carriers? It just dumps right there locally where the
cancellation occurs. If you have the right in !rumen!,
you can pick it up. It made their transmissions rather

secure, because we had no idea what they were
doing, and I don't think we unde.rstand it fully even
now.

BECK: There is al so a grow ing class of diagno tic
devices that in the hands of a proper operator will do
miraculous diagnostic routines on a computer. I have
in mind the Interro, which was designed by a top

scientist T worked with, Roy Curtin, who claim that
the inConnation is carri ed by means of a calar, not
current or magnetic line of force. There i another
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machine called the Vega which i the Gennan first

great potential here for de tructive u e a well as

cou in to the (nterro, and there's Doug Lieberman'

construclive. I've done a number of briefings

rel aling 10 thi for Ihe Pentagon and Joint

omputron. There are al 0 the lndumed , a very

hiefs of

famous German device of Wolfgang Ludwig and the

S taf f. I briefed the enate

Mora device, all of which use similar technology.

Technology several years ago about an effect

Some of Ihem eem to be inconsistent. They either

discovered in 1936 by the British A dmiralty. The

work for the particular operalor or they d n·\. When

entire iono phere can be charged with an electro

ommillee on

cien e &

they work, however,they eem to be able 10 generate

magnetic ignal in a way thaI can be u cd 10

highly accurate, detailed, and exolic information

influence the behavior of pe pIe over a very broad

about each part i cul ar patient.

area. But that'

about talking about Ihat publi ly in detail .

MBR: These devices are gelling infonnation from
the human body?

B CK: Ye

.

em i-dark , and I'm not comfortable

They 're getting information from Ihe

MBR: You think the body can generate and en e

inleraclion of calars wilh human tis ue. That'
preny good because we don' t have in trument to
measure

he can say, " W ell, I can ' t mea ure the calar, but if I
produ e it and it interacts with a living proce
lell me that it' real and il doe

uptake if they were triggered to do o. He wanted to

MBR: Are you aware of any research in this area?

ee if Ihe field would low the uptake and leave
more ncurotran mitter behind. And they did! - An
elegantly simple experiment, but profound in it
impl ications.
MBR: How did you come 10 do this experi 
m ent Dr. Rein?

GLE

oetic S cience . Brendan asked

"Could scalars be used to induce information

and heal biological ystems for a long lime.

into people or influence behavior?" -MBR

of effecls both with electromagnelic and

and put an electro tatic field on my polye ter
pant leg about at the knee, and 1 got another

"Absolutely"
in thisfield."

..

I amfamiliar with some work

-Beck

MBR: Would Ihe e be calar?
: Ye . There' a lot of word going

around for the e non -electromagnetic field

hair again, and I moved the comb back and

and scalar is certainly one. Quantum fields is

forth at a certain frequency that we won't talk
about. It darned near knocked him off the bed! He

BECK: Yes, I am, but it' pretty dark. Dark meaning

was sitting on the bed, and for two or three days he

that unfortunately our government looks at any new

was saying he had never felt anY lhin g so trange in

technology for possible use as weaponry, a typical

hi life. You can demonstrate this effect on perhap

e xample being the atom bomb. Any new discoveries

35% of the population by manipulating an

are looked at for milit ary purposes rather Ihan what

e lectrostatic , not electromagnetic , field. The only

they can do for people. Yes, [am familiar with some

thing that measures this is an electrometer, an

work in this field .

impedance volt meter that sees static charge and nOl

MBR: Eldon, you say we cxi t in a calar "sea of

electrical or magnetic.

information. " Is Ihere some way of translating lhis

I used to demon trate th is al lectures, and standing al

information so Ihal it becomes apprehensible by our

the podium holding an ordinary pocket comb or

sen es?

plaslic pen I co uld influence aboul one-third of the

ELDO

audience back to aboul the fifth or sixth row. They
would describe very strange sensations. Thi was nOl
p lacebo or suggestion, because even when the
person's back is turned to you, they can immediately
idenlify when you are waving that charged objeci

another. My approach is to u e biologi c al
y tem to delect Ihese sublle non-electromagnetic or
scalar energie , with Ihe hope of being able to
understand the mechani m of action , and thereby
being able 10 di lingui h between the twO Iype of
field . We know that biological syslems are en itive
to these subtle quantum non-hertzian field , but there
really had been no proper scientific studies.
There are different ways of generaling these kinds of
fields. The first erie of experiment that [ did was
working wilh a healer, because a lot of people hy
pothesize thaI healer s give off more than j ust

BYRD: Well, there are certain talented

people who seem 10 be able to tap into ii, like some

electromagnetic fields since psychic healing can
occur over distance and time. The oper at io n of

very gifted psychics I've run across . I have no other

psychics has properties which are very similar to the

e xplanation for how they can access information

nonhertzian quantum fields. So, the ftrSt series of ex

other than 10 presume that they may tap into this
field . The e are people who can take Ihe most

and when you aren't.

meager information about a person and come up

Have there been any applications of this to rnedica.1

with all kinds of thing that only the person

instruments? To my knowledge, there have not. The

them elves knew about. The best psychics that I've

only things in the electrostatic domain with which

run across don't even know what they're saying.

mosl people are f am iliar are negative ion generators.

Th ey go into some channelling informati on

And that ' s the o n l y contemporary device I know of

gathering mode and they have to tape record whal

myself, excepting museum pieces from the tum of

they ' ve said because they have no idea what they are

However, it's an extremely rich field. There is a

hertzian field.

RE

few electIons on the comb by combing my

the century, which used electrostatic effects as a

Th erefo re I've been looking at a wide variety
unconventional, non -electrom a gnetic or non

what a scalar felt like. So [ took a pocket
comb out my shirt pocket, combed my hair

direci medical modality.

REIN: I've been interested in the idea

of using electromagnetic fields to modulate

Conference sev eral years ago. The subject
Institute of

,thai

omething." The e

were human neuronal cell . He pUI a neurotran mit

ounci !

was Brendan O'Regan, the Director of the

alars directly, but he still came up with a

way of howing a cau e and effect relalion hip. So

ob erved Ihe effects on a subject in my hotel
room during Ihe World Research

Thi

informat i on field of ome. Ort, thcn devices Ihat

BE K: Ab olutely.

BECK: Ye , I believe there are ways of generating
demonstrable scalars. In faci . I've done thi
in the presence of Robert O. Becker, and he's

It's been done indirecily by Glen Rein.

wa the fir I lime I have een any evidence of an

ler in the pelri di h Ihat the cell would normally

information illlo people , or influence behavior.

these so -c alled scalar infonnation fields?

to mea ure scalars using in truments.

MBR: To pursue the concept of calar ,if thi i an
gcnerate calar could conceivably be u ed to induce

acupunclure poinls on the finger and toe .

RAIN REPORT

ay i ng. It is as though they are being used as a

periments that I did was working with healer .

Then T met up with an engineer, Ted Gagnon, who
had des i gn ed a pecial modified "caduceus" coil
{Ed. note: named after the staff wound with two
intertwined snakes, carried by HermesJ which
canceled the electromagnetic field . I've been using
Ihal system to investigale what's commonly referred
10

as scalar fields and their biological effects .

In the Ihird series of experiments I did, was working

channel for the information, from wherever it is to

with the Teslar watch, the watch originaUy designed

the "real world" here . But, I don't know of any way

by Andrija Puharich, and now marketed by ELF

International .
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The difference between all the e three ource of

measuring are two type of cell ,nerve cell and

preventing the uptake, you allow more neurotran -

subtle energy i in frequency, and, of course , he al ers

immune cell. I'm clas ically trained as a neu ro -

miner to be present in the nerve in the brain.

are com plex and I have some evidence that different
tates of con ciou ne

ch mist, and came to Stanford to tudy neuroimmu

effect . We know that different frequencie cau e

In study ing the

different biological effect . Therefore it' logical to

the e subtle energy field , the re pon es of ju t one

re

pon e of bi ological y

terns

to

conctude that in different tates of consciousne s a

i olated sy tern are intere ting, of course, but the

healer can generate a different frequ ency pectrum,

body i a holi tic, complicated i nteraction of many

which then in turn affects the b iological sy tern

different ystem . So it seemed to me that the
interaction between the nervou sy

a b i o lo gica l effect ba ed on the kind of energy

immune sy tern wa really a key way in which you

well. So we d n't know that the frequency peci fic
ity is a big issue. And 60 Hz lurns

OUI 10

could tudy ill

as

vitro, wi th ti

tern

and the

ue culture cell ,the

be not such

I am u ing the ti

a good frequency.

ue culture model sy tern becau e

of the compl i cated problem that you get into when

Conc eptually, the work that I have been doing i the

you work with clinical patients, pIa ebo effects as

fust application of these kind of quantum non

be i ng one of the main complicatin g factor , also diet

hertzian fields to biological systems. The im plicat i o n

and emotional tate . It' hard to be able to

from the research, a side from show i ng the fact that

d efinit i vely ay that this subtle energy or even

they

do cause biolog ical effects,

REIN: Right. The circular y tem that I've be n
looking at is the noradrenaline or norep i nephrine
y tern. There are many diffe rent neurotran miller
y tern in the brain, but these tudie have been
directed pec ifically at one particular neurotran mit
interact with one another and obviou Iy thi kind of
research ha to be continued if we are to under tand
the interactive nature of the y tern , but

imulated event that occur in the body.



MBR: So it' stimulatin g or arou sing.

ler sy tern. It' very compJi ated becau e they all

d i fferently. And you could even get an inhibi tion of
output. This a pplie to the electromagnetic fields



nology, the in teraction between tho e two sy tern .

can have different biological

a

e ffect s of this m agnitu de in the flfSt place !

The next experiments I did were with the immune
sy tern . In thi ca e I took orne human lymphocytes
or T cells, which are a member of the white blood
infections and protecting the body from foreign
invaders and i definitely i nvolved with all kind of

been able to show the same sel of frequencies are
more biologically effective in non-electromagnetic

de pre s ed immune y tern disease like cancer and

"The effect that we observed was a

fields. In comparing a signal delivered through a

AIDS. In both of tho e cases, there is a depre

very, very pronounced stimulation of

amount of the lymphocyte and a de crea ed

Helmholtz coil, for example, ver us the arne ort of

the growth of these lymphocytes or

re ponse. N ormally the

frequencies where the electromagneti c field i

T cells - to the tune of twentyfold

conventional electromagnetic field using a

canceled OUt and you have the non-hertzian or scalar
left behin d , even using the exact same et of

these cells an d add the natural su bstance which
would norm a lly cau e them to divide and ee

electromagnet ic energy that you expo e a person to


n etics commu nity have looked at the effects due to
conventional electromagnet ic fields and aid, "These

observed are so weak, and the body is

in a state of homeostasis. If you give such a t i ny bit

of a push to the body, you're no t really goin g to have
any profound heal ing going on."

ow the evidence

is causing the effects, when we know that there are
so many things that can also cau se profound
biological effects. So the advantage of wor k in g in
ti

level, you can certainly make some prett y definitive

bi ologically active and could be what' causing the

in pra ctice, what I've actua lly done is to measure the

actual heal ing process, or activa tin g the physiologi

ability of a nerve cell to "take up" a n eurotransmit



synaptic cleft, the nerve ce ll takes it back up and

In that regard J advanced a theory I call the

metabolizes it. It's a way of c ontrolling the levels of

"crysta lline transduction theory ," which proposes
that ele ctromagnetic fields in the environment can be

converted into scalar fields in the liqu id crystals of

the neurotransmitters. In previous work I had

actually measured the levels of the neurotransmitters
in healers, which led me to become intere ted in how

the cell membranes around each cell. Therefore, the
electromagnetic fields are just a fust l ine information

carrier, and when that field hits the cell it gets

the amounts of these neurotran miners are regulated .
One of the ways is by this uptake mechanism.

I was able to show that both elec tromagn etic field

converted to the scalar, and that's what in turn
associated



ter. When extra neurotransmitter is released into the

cal chan ges !

and scalar fields inhibit the uptake of neurotransmit

are

with my experimental data - as well

ters into nerve cells. And the scalar field were three

as

electroma gnetic field and with a ca]ar field. The e
experiment were done with normal people, because

I didn't have acce to bl ood from d i ea ed
individuals. The fITSt step was to see if there were
any effects with normal blood. And the effect that

ue culture i that you can eliminate all of those

variables. If you can measure an effect at the cellular
statements .

is su ggesting that the se scalar fields are much more

causes the profound physiological changes that

rejuvenate themselve , so the amounts keep go ing
down. So what I d i d in tissue culture was to activate

whether or not I could enhance that proce s with an

That's also the fust time a direct comparison like

arc

cell grow when the right

stimulus or with an altered, ick cell, they cannot

with the scalar field!.... This is
magnetics community!" -REIN

between
three and five times more biologically active.

the scalar fields turned out to be anywhere

e

ed

timulus come along, and in the ab ence of the

basically unheard of in the bioeleetro

frequencies and keeping all other variables constant,

effects that

t

cell family that's primarily involved with fighling off

is the fact that I've

that has been done. The critics of the bioclectrOmag

a fir

tep, it' certainly en ouraging that we could observe

we observed was a very. very pronounced timula
t i on of the growth of these lymphocytes or T cell to the tune of twellty/old with the calar field !
MBR: Twentyfold with the scalar field c ompared

10

the elec tromagneti c field?

RE

: Compared to nothing! The scalar field

actua lly stimulated the cell growth to tbat kind of
magnitude. Till i basically unheard of in the
biocl ectromagnetic community, where typ i cally you
would get effects in the range of 20 or maybe 40
percent. Twentyfold i s in another category entirely!
So I wa quite intri g ued.

I was interested in knowin g whether we might have
just b umpe d across the right set of frequencie which
reaLly turn on the lymphocytes. Maybe everybody
el se in the bioclectromagnetics communi ty was just

phen ome na of ps ychic heal i ng and psychotronic

to five times more biologically active than the

and radionics, and all of the devices which generate

elec tromagnetic. It's interesting to note that tricyclic

work done with 60 Hz because the power line

scalar fields.

antid epressant as a general class of drugs also work

comp anies fund the research. There's a lot of work

in the same way. In other word , if someone i

MER: Could you give us a brief summary of your

depressed , they would very pos ibly have lower

research in that context?

REIN: Okay. The b iological endpoints that I've been

amounts of the neurotransmitter in their brain. So by

looking at the wrong frequencies. There's a lot of

done with 16 Hz because Ross Adey had discovered
that had an effect on calcium release from nerve
cells. Maybe the e people were jus t using the wrong
frequ encies, maybe we just happened to get lucky
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CONTINUED

and rmd the righ t set of frequen cies which trigg er
these cell. to go crazy!

COMING IN MEGABRAIN REPORT:

1 therefore took the same frequency informa tion and
put it into a regula r Helmholtz coil - which doe
not generate a calar, but generated a regular

Consumers' Guide to Light And Sound Machines

electromagnetic field. In that ca e the biologi al
re pon e of the cells wa very strong, but again three

How do Light and Sound Machine work? ReportS on new re earch u ing EEG brainmapping

to five time less than the reo pon e to the ealar field.

techn logy to inve tigate the effects of light and ound on the brain . . . Red LED or white Ligh ts

Obviou Iy the electromagnetic field by itself wiiJ do
orne good, but when you add the calar component,

MEGABRAIN REPORT in v est iga t es the quality, effectivene' ,and mechani m of Light and Sound

the biologic al .y te m really take off!

Ma hine . and objectively reports on them, with attenti n to such que tions

price, afety,

MBR: And what frequency were you working with?

r e liabi lity and "feel:' M B R intends to erve a a watchdog for the field, expo ing products and

R: The frequencie were actually de igned and

manufacturer making fal e cl aims , pointing out those products we feel are overpriced, and
recommending device we can say are "be t buys:'

predicted by my colleague, Mr. Gagnon. but he
ended up giving me a very complex serie



which are more effective?.. Which machines work be t and what do th y feel Like?

of sine

o

waves in a RF kilohertz frequency ra nge, a ve ry

The fu t MEGABRAIN CONSUMERS' GUIDE will in lude a uniqu featur -by-feature
compari on chart listing almo t all cu rrent ly available Light and Sound machines.

complicated signal. The short an wer i that it' a

radio frequ enc y modulated by very low frequencies,

•

one to two cycles per second, so we have the best of
o

both worlds.

The Sound and Light Wars
A r eport on the inten e competition among the makers of the numerous sound and light devices,
inve stiga ting charges that unscrupulou individuals have made fal e claim about them elves and

MBR: What are the mo t intriguing implications of

their devices or improperly made use of t echnolo gy dev el oped by competitor . Thi feature will draw

scalar theory?

upon many source of information, including documents o btained from the F.D.A. under the
Freedom of Information Act.

RELN: The theoretical quan t um phy ic ha
developed a very elaborate mathematical and

The Megabrain Bioelectric Interview , Part Two

physical description of scalar field and their

p ro pert i es. The implications of the mathematics are
very unusual and intriguing. Scalar fields have

o

ew information on Rus ian and U. S. Mind Control technologie ... Secret US military research on
Bioelectromagnetic Weaponry . . . The development of device

to influence the brain from a distance

- firsthand report by the former U.S. N avy project coordinator... Bank: robberie by right w ing
paramilitary groups to get money to acquire electromagnetic mind control device ... Government

"Scalar fields...travel faster than the

attempts to uppress biomagnetism in f orm at ion and research . .. Pulsed electromagnetic field
generators. . The most promising and exciting bioelectric technologies on the horizon, and much,
much more, from our interviews with leading re earchers in bioelectromagnetism and new
bioelectromagnetic technology (see Part One in this issue )

speed of light; they're distance and

.

time independent (unlike electro

.

magnetic fields which fall off at one
over the distance squared); they act at

•

The Software Legacy of Milton Erickson

a distance; they can have negative

A disc u sion of the extraordinary and subtle hypnotic techniques of Milton Erickson and how they

energy; they even have the char

are now bein g extended and made even more powerful with advanced audio technologies and m ult i



tracking recording t ec hniques including a review of such audiocassette tape programs as Hypno
,

acteristic of being able to travel
backwards in time!"

-

Peripheral Processin g by Dr. Lloyd Glauberman, and Multi-Evocation Hypn os is by Thomas Condon.

REIN
•

rather ...paranormal properties. They travel faster

o

Sensory Resonance
MBR explores the Vibrasound, a new device that combines advanced sound and light stimulation
with "sen sory saturation" techniques to produce a whole body synesthetic experieJlce of" ensory

than th e spe ed of light; t hey re distance and time
'

re onance," with the user s im ultaneous l y seeing, hearin g and feeling mu ie

independent (unlike elect romagn eti c field which fall

.

.

.

An interv ie w with the

inventor Don Este s, exploring his new technique for altering and exploring consciousne

off at one over the di tance squared); t hey act at a

by

resonating the body with speci a lly designed multi-sensory wave forms.

distance; they can have negative energy; they even
have the c har ac teri stic of being able to travel

Brain Machine Research Data Base

backwards in time!
Some of these concepts may seem a little far out, but
quantum physics has started to address these kinds of

questions, and it turns out that there is actual .

o

We will initiate a major MBR proje ct : the accumulation of data for a "Compendium of Ab tracts of
Re earch in Brain-Enhancement Technology." With MBR readers' help we will gather all the
research dealing with brain-enhancement technology we can fin d - from such varied fields as
neuroanatomy, psychology, education, bioelectricity and m edicin e We will make this valuable
information available in pu bli cati on and through an interactive computer bulletin board and indexed

experimental evidence for time reversal, for

.

example. Although these are theoretical, and the
physicist has this complicated theoretical model to

database.

describe the properties of these fields, it turns out it's

more than theory . They actually are beginning to be
able to measure some of these bizarre properties.
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The e ame propeni es may well end up turning out
to

be the underlying mechanism that will ex plain

thin gs li ke telepathy and p ych ic healing.

According to the theory, one rea on that the calar

Ie

0 powerful in their biological effect

i because

t hey can affect t he nucleu . Electromagnetic field
not really altered. It may

time, eem to be one of their characteristic
properties. A keptie would say, "the e are occurring
at a micro copic level, not at a macro co p ic level:

be shaken up a lillie bit
ab orbed and

whe n electromagne tic fields are

radiated in an interaction between energy and mailer.
Generally peakin g , the nucleu is not altered in any

there's a big jump from aying that these propenies

way. Thi i the retical, but if it tum out to

app ly at the atomic level to saying they apply at the

be true

that the scalars can actually modify the nucleu ,you

macro copic level. " But recent result in quantum

can potentially cause very profound biological

physic are actually howing that, "Ye , they can

effect . Powerful effects have alrea dy been ob erved,

actually occur at a macro copic level." That's where
it gets really exciting - all you need i one example ,

boy.

netic field which i

predominantly aff ct the electrons. The nucleu i

REIN: Yeah, well time reversal,g oing backward in

and all of a sudden it's "Oh

c ompletely wide open, and it' very exc iting.

are

MBR: And time travel, perhap [laughterJ.

CONTINUED

what's going Oil!"

suggests

but this

IrOllsmlllOlioll of morrer, being able

to make very, very profound manifestations
three-dimen ional

MBR: So this calar re earch represents potential

we have cosmic energ y . or

universe. And ultimately , all tran mutation and
healing occur from tile spiritual energy. Thi i
really a unified field theory. l ike 0 many scienti t
uch a

scientific. Well, th

Buddhi ts talk about the "one primordial energy ".
By tapp ing into the calar energy, we're one tep
clo er to thut ultima te ouree of energy.

Part Two of

ure. Another theory proposes that the calar energy

The Bioelectricity Interviews

i comi ng from h ighe r dimen ions and that it
intern t with ours. In fact this i the model in

including:

traditi onal phy ics, though p hy ici t don ' t u e the

electromagnetic. The Buddhists talk

U

calar ", they use word

Hke zero poilll energy,

A discussion of PEMF devi es u ing

and qllOllllll1l en ergy to describe these kind of forces
which, orne models describe as being

about the "one primordial energy".

calar field, including orne now

embedded in

available in thi country

o ur normal three-dinlensional space. But the point is

By tapping into the scalar energy,

dimen ional space it can have very profound

-REIN

weaponry re earch inc luding mind-control

effects.

application of electromagnetism

MBR: So the old alchemical tradition of the
philo opher ' s stone or elixir that can transmute
mailer from base element i nto

REIN: Ri ght . This idea of calars has been appl ied to

Or represent the same on of interface between two

different worl ds ,

of biological ystem s. There's even a very l illie bit

and MORE!

two different a pect of reality?

R: Ye . One way to look at it i in teoo of esoteric
tradi tion in which there are descriptions of energy

of evidence that these kind of fields have macro

••

levels with varying degrees of subtleness. The

scopic effects , althoug h this is just beginning to

physical body i the mo t den e, and the electromag -

show up. The government is doing some coven
ca l ar ,but we don't know to what extent

they ' re doing biological experiments. But I believe

• Bibliography conlin lied from page 28

first, if not the first person to
come up with some direct exper imental evidence of
that I'm one of the
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MBR: Your experimental evidence indicates that
these scalar fields might have beneficial effects. But
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would have to surmise that by the same
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REIN: Yes, that's right .
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MBR: At a different frequency perhaps, or different
intensity?
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electromagnetic field and their interactions with cell

in \he Elderly." JOImw' oj Ihl' Aml'riC'fl1l Gt'riDtric's Socirr!. 23. $:

may also apply. In that case different frequencie and
amplitude can have opposite effects. Tom Bearden
has been talking a l ot ab out the p otential hazards of
these kinds of fields . That's why the whole field is
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the biological effect of scalar fields.

then we

pre ssion of research and information ...

represent one model of manipulat ing scalar encrgie ?

mechanisms. The problem has been that there has

been very little di rect e xperimental evidence in terms

A roundtable on our government's sup

•

gold , and so on, may

the study of consciou ne s and other healing

re ear ch in

A di cus ion of Soviet and We tern secret

•

that when thi energy manifests in our three-

we're one step closer to that ultimate

calar energy may be the bridge

between the piritual and the electromagnetic. The

Coming in our next issue:

REIN: There we go. Exactly. Th ere ' a link there for

source of energy."

Ein stein have long been looking for. It' ju t

that the esoteric model ha never been considered

to alchemy.

in a number of different ways?

word

pirirual energy or God

in our

MBR: So thi lead u back

between the spiritual and the

lightly
course,

en ergy, which i the mo t refined energy in the

world.

breakthroughs , and potentially new visions of reality,

"The scalar energy may be the bridg e

around the body i

den e or mo re refined, and then of

Vol
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ANNOUNCING: THE MEGABRAIN FORUM!
The goal of MEGAB R A IN REPORT is to increase
the free flow of infonnation reg ard ing con ciou -

they can directly induce such tate . Biofeedback
device have proven effective a a technological

ness technology. In THE MEGABRAIN FO

assist to the autoregulation of such

RUM, we will facilitate this process by inviting

form of meditation repre ent traditi onal

reader to share their knowledge or information

of self-generating these

about a specific question that seems to us to be

they the arne?

of particular importance. In future i

ues we w ill

print selection from the respon e we receive,
together w ith di cu

ion of the que tion by promi

tates. Variou

method

arne opti mal tate . Or are

We a k for your id ea and iiUormation on thi ques
t i on: Is there a difference between the opt imal bra i n



nent researchers or authoritie in the field. We hope
that the convergence of information from many
sources, the triking together of ideas, will create
orne sparks of insight, and, in the process, produce
new information.

tate achieved through (a) meditation, (b) biofeed
back and (c) other " b rai n machine ."
,

Please send your r esponses to:
THE MEGABRAIN FORUM

P.O. Box 2744

In this inaugural issue, THE MEGABRAIN FO

Sausalito, Ca 94965

RUM poses a que tion ra i ed at the end of the

We welcome your respon e to thi question, brief

"Research Update" article. Various "tools and

or extended. Your respon e w ill become a part of

technique .. can be u ed to attain optim al or peak:

our Meg abrain Report Archives, and re pon e

performance brain tates. Some machines (such as

which are particul arl y focu ed and quotable will

light and sound devices, beat frequency audio tape

find their way into the pages of MEGABRA I N

or binaural signal generators and certain cranial

REPORT. We hope to hear from you!

electro-stimulation devices) show evidence that

• EDITORIAL

CONTINUED

important information to the field and provide foundations for
research by others.

One way of stating this is that a healthy brain requires informa
tion (which means a steady diet of the sort of non-information

We also intend to facilitate the flow of lots of other types of
information - information about new books and machines,
consumers' guides to products, interviews with leading thinkers,
discussions about important questions. We're reminded that
Claude Shannon, the father of information theory, discovered
that information is inversely related to predictability: any
sequence of signals that is 100 percent predictable by definition

found in TV sitcoms and the words of George Bush constitutes an
"impoverished environment," and thus-read my lips, bub
can cause physical deterioration of your brain). We intend that
each issue of MEGABRAlN REPORT will contain so much real
information - big chunks of the stuff, unpredictable and chal
lenging - that it will serve as a sort of enriched intellectual
environment.

contains no information (examples of this kind of "information
free expression" are TV sitcoms and the public statements of
George Bush). Interestingly, the key characteristics of an
"enriched environment," of the sort that Dr. Marian Diamond
and others have found to be essential to brain growth and
enhanced intellectual functioning, are novelty, challenge and
unpredictability, i.e. infonnation.
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$36
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